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[1] The present review describes progress in addressing
and solving several fundamental and applied problems
involving optical oceanography. These problems include:
primary productivity, ecosystem dynamics, biogeochemical
cycling, upper ocean heating, and the impacts of
anthropogenic disturbances on ocean dynamics.
Technological advances in optical sensors and ocean
observing platforms are being used to increase the variety
and quantity of optical observations and to greatly expand
their sampling capabilities in time and space. Remote
sensing of ocean color from aircraft- and satellite-borne

instruments is vital to obtain regional- and global-scale
optical data synoptically. In situ observations provide
complementary subsurface data sets with high temporal
and spatial resolution. In situ observations are also essential
for calibration and validation of remotely sensed data as
well as for algorithm development and data assimilation
models. Important challenges remain to synthesize regional
and global optical data sets obtained from optical sensors
and oceanographic platforms and to utilize these data sets in
predictive models of oceanic optical, physical, and
biogeochemical dynamics.

Citation: Dickey, T., M. Lewis, and G. Chang (2006), Optical oceanography: Recent advances and future directions using global
remote sensing and in situ observations, Rev. Geophys., 44, RG1001, doi:10.1029/2003RG000148.

1.

INTRODUCTION

[2] Characterization of processes that influence the temporal and spatial variability of light in the sea is fundamental to understanding and quantifying many optical, physical,
biological, and chemical oceanographic processes [Dickey
and Falkowski, 2002]. The subdiscipline of ocean optics
(sometimes called marine or hydrologic optics) concerns the
study of light and its propagation through the ocean,
whereas bio-optical oceanography or bio-optics connotes
biological effects on optical properties and vice versa.
(Italicized terms are defined in the glossary, after the main
text.) The terms ocean optics, marine optics, hydrologic
optics, and bio-optics are often used interchangeably because the differences are quite subtle. For example, the
availability of light at appropriate wavelengths is essential
for the formation of biomass by oceanic phytoplankton
through the process of light absorption and photosynthesis;
phytoplankton make up the food base for all higher-trophiclevel organisms in the sea. Light is also crucial to the
ecology of the upper ocean and biogeochemical cycling
since the production and destruction of many chemical
compounds are affected through photochemical reactions.
Heating and stratification of the upper ocean are driven by
the local divergence of solar radiation. As a consequence of
absorption and scattering of light by water and its particu-

late and dissolved constituents, the local heating rates are
modulated, and this represents a significant source of
variability in the heat budget and the dynamics of the upper
ocean. These topics are discussed by Ohlmann et al. [2000],
Ohlmann and Siegel [2000], Dickey and Falkowski [2002,
and references therein], and Chang and Dickey [2004]. In
addition, optical properties are important indicators of the
so-called ‘‘health of the ocean’’ as exemplified by anthropogenic influences upon water clarity, biodiversity and
distributions of species (indigenous and nonindigenous),
and harmful algal blooms (e.g., red tides) and associated
toxins. Finally, underwater visibility also depends on optical
properties, with practical applications ranging from diver
visibility to coastal bathymetric mapping.
[3] Technological advances are largely responsible for
major strides in optical oceanography within the past 3
decades. In particular, the satellite-borne Coastal Zone
Color Scanner (CZCS) was the first to provide global ocean
color data from 1978 to 1986. Another 8 ocean color
satellites were in operation from 1978 to 2004. At present,
there are 10 color satellites in operation, and 6 are planned
for launch by 2012 (see Table 1 and International OceanColour Coordinating Group (IOCCG) Web site at http://
www.ioccg.org/). It is clear from Table 1 that ocean color
measurements from space are an international endeavor. In
addition to the satellite observations many specialized in
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TABLE 1. Current, Future (Planned), and Historical Ocean
Color Satellitesa
Sensorb

Country

Resolution,
m

Number
of Bands

Spectral
Coverage, nm

COCTS
MERIS
MMRS
MODIS-Aqua
MODIS-Terra
OCI
OCM
OSMI
PARASOL
SeaWiFS

China
Europe
Argentina
United States
United States
Japan
India
Korea
France
United States

Current
1100
300/1200
175
1000
1000
825
350
850
6000
110

10
15
5
36
36
6
8
6
9
8

402 – 12500
412 – 1050
480 – 1700
405 – 14385
405 – 14385
433 – 12500
402 – 885
400 – 900
443 – 1020
402 – 885

GOCI (2008)
HES-CW (2012)
OCM-II (2007)
S-GLI (2010)
VIIRS (2006)
VIIRS (2009)

Future/Planned
Korea
500
United States 30 – 300
India
1–4
Japan
750
United States 370/740
United States 370/740

8
14
8
11
22
22

400 – 865
412 – 900
400 – 900
412 – 865
402 – 11800
402 – 11800

CMODIS
CZCS
CZI
GLI
MOS
OCTS
POLDER-2
POLDER

Historical
China
400
United States 825
China
250
Japan
250/1000
Germany
500
Japan
700
France
6000
France
6000

34
6
4
36
18
12
9
9

403 – 12500
433 – 12500
420 – 890
375 – 12500
408 – 1600
402 – 12500
443 – 910
443 – 910

a

Information is from IOCCG Web site http://www.ioccg.org/.
See Table 2.

b

scale geology. Synthesis of these data sets still remains a
challenge because of differing sampling methodologies,
inadequacy of synopticity for the collected data, and diverse
observing capabilities in time and space resolution and
ranges.
[5] The present review is intended to provide (1) a brief
summary of relevant concepts and definitions of ocean
optics, (2) a description of some of the important sensor
and platform technologies that are facilitating advances in
optical and related research, (3) examples of opportunities
and challenges for initiating and implementing a global
ocean optical observing system, and (4) ideas for optimizing
the utility of this system for both basic and applied
oceanography. Introductions to the subdisciplines of ocean
optics and bio-optics are provided in books by Shifrin
[1988], Kirk [1994], Mobley [1994], and Spinrad et al.
[1994] and review papers by Dickey [1991, 2001a, 2001b].
Notations, symbols, and definitions for optical and biooptical variables and parameters have changed somewhat
since the 1970s [see Morel and Smith, 1982]. However,
readers can find the more commonly used notations, symbols, and definitions in the work of Mobley [1994], Dickey
and Siegel [1993, Appendix B], IOCCG [1998, 1999, 2000,
2004], Martin [2004], and Mueller and Fargion [2002]. An
extensive list of biological terms is given in a glossary of
Lalli and Parsons [2002], and many bio-optical terms are
introduced by Kirk [1994]. We have also provided an
extensive glossary and a list of acronyms and abbreviations
(see Table 2) to assist the reader.
2.

situ passive and active optical instruments have been
developed and put into use within the past decade (e.g.,
see reviews by Dickey [2001a, 2001b], Dickey and Chang
[2001], and Chang et al. [2003]). Synergistic relationships
between commercial optical instrument developers and
scientists have played an essential role in the advancement
of technologies for optical sensors for use in natural water
bodies and, importantly, making them available to researchers. Several optical sensors are capable of sampling at
relatively high frequencies (O(1 Hz)), enabling studies of
at least a meter in spatial scales in three dimensions, and
minute-scale (or less) processes in time. Conventional,
fixed-wing as well as unmanned airplanes bridge the timespace gap between satellite and in situ observational platforms for optical measurements.
[4] On the basis of a variety of technological developments, there has also been a significant increase over the last
decade in optical and related interdisciplinary oceanographic
experiments for investigation of fundamental processes in
optics as well as for addressing problems in other oceanographic disciplines including those mentioned earlier. One
of the best examples is biogeochemistry, a rapidly expanding research area that complements much of the research of
optical oceanography. In situ and remotely sensed optical
data sets can now, in principle, span time and space scales
relevant to ocean physics, biology, chemistry, and small-
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[6] We first introduce a few concepts and definitions of
optical oceanography (for reference, see our glossary and
books by Kirk [1994] and Mobley [1994]. Readers familiar
with the fundamental principles of ocean optics may wish to
proceed to section 3.
2.1. Apparent Optical Properties (AOPs)
[7] Apparent optical properties (AOPs) [Preisendorfer,
1976], such as radiance and irradiance, depend on the
inherent optical properties (IOPs) of the ocean (which
include light absorption, scattering, and attenuation), the
angular distribution of solar radiation (i.e., the geometry of
the subsurface ambient light field), and the wavelength of
the electromagnetic radiation. The radiative transfer equation relates the two types of optical properties. Many of the
quantities discussed here are wavelength-dependent; we will
suppress the adjective ‘‘spectral’’ in most cases. Radiance,
L(q, F, l), is the fundamental AOP, from which all other
AOPs can be derived. L(q, F, l) is defined as the radiant
light flux at a specified point in a given direction per unit
solid angle, per unit area perpendicular to the direction of
light propagation (units of Joule s1 (or quanta s1) m2
sr1 nm1, 1 W = 1 Joule s1; note that for monochromatic
light the conversion between energy and quantum units can
be made as e = nhc/l, where e is energy in Joules, n is the
number of photons, h is Plank’s constant (6.63 
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TABLE 2. Acronyms and Abbreviations
Definition

Online Resource

ADCP
AMT

acoustic Doppler current profiler
Atlantic Meridional Transect (AMT) program. The AMT project entails
biogeochemical and bio-optical data collection and analyses using cruise
data sets obtained during transects in the North and South Atlantic between
the United Kingdom and the Falkland Islands. The ongoing program began
in 2002 and is devoted to temporal changes over the expansive region of
the cruises.
AOSN
Autonomous Ocean Sampling Network project. The project conducted an
experiment off Monterey, California, in 2003. The project utilized several
different sampling platforms including AUVs and gliders. Interdisciplinary
data assimilation and predictive models were used, and adaptive sampling
was a key aspect of the experiment.
APFZ
Antarctic Polar Front Zone
BATS
Bermuda Atlantic Time Series program (ship based), initiated in 1988 for
biogeochemical studies as part of the U.S. JGOFS program in deep waters
off Bermuda (31400N, 64100W). See Michaels and Knap [1996]
and Steinberg et al., 2001].
BEAGLE
Blue Earth Global Expedition, an international circumpolar cruise in the
Southern Hemisphere, organized by the Japanese Marine Science and
Technology Center to commemorate the thirtieth anniversary of its
establishment. The expedition consisted of six legs. The expedition began in
Brisbane, Australia, on 3 August 2003, and ended in Fremantle, Australia,
on 19 February 2004. The objectives of the cruise were (1) to detect and
quantify changes in the Antarctic overturn system (important for global
warming) and (2) to estimate the amount of anthropogenic carbon taken up by
the Antarctic Ocean. Also, a comprehensive suite of bio-optical measurements
were collected during the cruises in order to validate satellite ocean color data
and to improve satellite-derived estimates of phytoplankton standing stocks
and primary production.
BBOP
Bermuda Bio-optics Program, ship-based optics sampling program for measurements
conducted near the BATS/BTM/OFP sites. One of its primary objectives is
calibration and validation of satellite ocean color data sets.
Biowatt
Office of Naval Research – sponsored program conducted to study physical,
bio-optical, and bioluminescence variability in the northeast North Atlantic
near 34N, 70W. See Dickey [1991].
BTM
Bermuda Testbed Mooring program located near BATS site (31430N, 64100W)
for the development of new instrumentation, science, and calibration and
validation of remote sensing data (1994 to present). See Dickey et al. [1998a, 2001].
C-Argo float
Argo float (see glossary) adapted for measuring carbon parameters optically.
See Bishop et al. [2002].
CMODIS
Chinese Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer. See Table 1.
COCTS
Chinese Ocean Color and Temperature Scanner. See Table 1.
CoBOP
Coastal Benthic Optical Properties program conducted off Lee Stocking Island in
the Bahamas
CZCS
Coastal Zone Color Scanner, ocean color sensing satellite that collected data from
1978 to 1986
CZI
Chinese ocean color satellite, also known as Haiyang-1. See Table 1.
ECOHAB
Ecology and Oceanography of Harmful Algal Blooms program
GOOS
Global Ocean Observing System, an international, intergovernmental activity
promoting disciplinary and interdisciplinary ocean observations on a global scale
GLI
Global Imager. See Table 1.
GOCI
Geostationary Ocean Color Imager. See Table 1.
GPS
global positioning system
HALEmooring program located near the HOT station site (22460N, 158060W) for the
development of new instrumentation, science, and calibration and validation of
ALOHA mooring
remote sensing data (1997 – 2000 and 2004 to present).
HES-CW
Hyperspectral Environmental Suite – Coastal Waters. See Table 1.
HNLC
high-nutrient – low-chlorophyll regions where plant nutrients are presumed sufficient
for significant primary production but relatively low chlorophyll a and
phytoplankton concentrations are found. For some regions it has been
hypothesized that this condition may be explained by insufficient micronutrients
including iron compounds.
HOT
Hawaii Ocean Time-series program (ship based) initiated in 1988 for biogeochemical
studies as part of the U.S. JGOFS program in deep waters off Hawaii (22450N,
158000W). See Karl and Lukas [1996] and Karl et al. [2001a, 2001b].
HyCODE
Hyperspectral Coastal Ocean Dynamics Experiment, program to study ocean
optics and its relation to physical and biological processes at sites off the coasts
of New Jersey, the west Florida shelf (WSF), and Lee Stocking Island in the
Bahama Islands. Hyperspectral in situ and aircraft-borne optical sensors were
utilized for the studies. See special issue ‘‘Coastal Ocean Optics and Dynamics’’
in Oceanography 17(2), 2004.
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http://www.pml.ac.uk/amt/

http://www.mbari.org/aosn/

http://www.bbsr.edu/cintoo/bats/bats.html

http://www.ioccg.org/training/pogo_ioccg/
beagle/beagle.html

http://www.icess.ucsb.edu/bbop/bbop2.html

http://www.opl.ucsb.edu/btm.html

http://www.ioccg.org/sensors/cmodis.html
http://www.ioccg.org/sensors/cocts.html
http://www.psicorp.com/cobop/cobop.html
http://gcmd.gsfc.nasa.gov/records/GCMD_
C00547.html
http://ioc.unesco.org/goos/
http://www.ioccg.org/sensors/gli.html
http://www.opl.ucsb.edu/mosean.html

http://hahana.soest.hawaii.edu/hot/hot_jgofs.
html
http://www.opl.ucsb.edu/hycode.html and
http://www.opl.ucsb.edu/hycodeopl.html
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TABLE 2. (continued)
Definition
IOC
IOCCG
JGOFS

LEO-15
LIDAR
LTER
LOOPS

MEMS
MEPS
MERIS
MFSTEP

MLML
MMRS
MODIS (Terra
and Aqua)
MOS
MVMS

NABE
OceanSITES
OCI
OCM
OCM-II
OCTS
ODEX
OFP
ORION
OSMI
PARASOL
PHILLS

PIC
POC
POLDER

Online Resource

Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (under the United Nation’s
UNESCO), coordinates international oceanographic activities
International Ocean-Colour Coordinating Group
Joint Global Ocean Flux Study, concerns regional and global estimation
of time-varying biogeochemical fluxes of materials including carbon
across the air-sea interface, within the ocean interior, and at the seafloor,
with implications for global carbon change
a shallow coastal waters site off the coast of New Jersey where several
multiplatform, interdisciplinary experiments including HyCODE have
been conducted
light detection and ranging. System detects and measures light; this is an
example of an active sensing system. LIDAR systems use lasers and
are flown from aircraft for several ocean applications.
Long-Term Ecological Research programs dedicated to understanding how
ecosystems change over long time periods
Littoral Ocean Observing and Prediction System. The overall objective of
the project was to develop an interdisciplinary national littoral laboratory.
LOOPS, conducted in Cape Cod and Massachusetts Bays in 1998,
included multiple sampling platforms including AUVs [e.g., Yu et al.,
2002], and predictions were made of oceanic conditions. OSSEs were
also a major aspect of LOOPS as was adaptive sampling. See Besiktepe
et al. [2003] and Dickey [2003].
microelectromechanical systems
Marine Environmental Prediction System
Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer. See Table 1.
Mediterranean Forecasting System: Toward Environmental Predictions,
program devoted to prediction of interdisciplinary oceanographic
variables in the Mediterranean Sea using a multiplatform observational
approach coupled with several models including data assimilation models.
OSSEs (see LOOPS) are included in the modeling effort.
Marine Light in the Mixed Layer experiment, conducted south of Iceland
(59N, 21W). The experiment was devoted to studies of physical,
bio-optical, and bioluminescence variability.
Multispectral Medium Resolution Scanner. See Table 1.
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer, used for remote sensing of
ocean color from a satellite. See Table 1.
Moderate Optoelectrical Scanner. See Table 1.
multivariable moored system designed to measure suite of bio-optical
and physical variables. During the Biowatt, MLML, Arabian Sea,
JGOFS Equatorial Pacific experiment, and portions of the Bermuda Testbed
Mooring program, fielded MVMSs included some or all of the
following sensors: vector measuring current meters, temperature sensors,
beam transmissometers to resolve particle variability, strobe fluorometers
to infer chlorophyll a concentrations, scalar irradiance sensors for PAR,
upwelling radiance sensors (683 nm) for natural fluorescence, and pulsed
dissolved oxygen sensors [see Dickey, 1991].
North Atlantic Bloom Experiment conducted as part of JGOFS
OCEAN Sustained Interdisciplinary Timeseries Environment observation
System.
Ocean Color Imager. See Table 1.
Ocean Colour Monitor. See Table 1.
Ocean Colour Monitor II. See Table 1.
Ocean Colour and Temperature Scanner system, deployed on a Japanese
satellite that collected data from 1978 to 1986
Optical Dynamics Experiment, conducted in North Pacific using R/P FLIP
(described below) in the early 1980s
Ocean Flux Program, initiated in 1978 and designed for collection of
sediments using moored sediment traps near BATS and BTM sites.
See Conte et al. [2001, 2003].
Ocean Research Interactive Observatory Networks. This National
Science Foundation – sponsored program focuses on the use of ocean
sampling networks for coastal, open ocean, and plate scale problems.
Ocean Scanning Multispectral Imager. See Table 1.
Polarization and Anisotropy of Reflectances for Atmospheric Sciences
coupled with Observations from a Lidar. See Table 1.
Ocean Portable Hyperspectral Imager for Low-Light Spectroscopy,
instrument designed for imaging the coastal ocean with hyperspectral
resolution and high spatial resolution. PHILLS was flown on an aircraft
over the LEO-15 site during the HyCODE study. See Davis et al. [2002].
particulate inorganic carbon
particulate organic carbon
Polarization and Directionality of the Earth’s Reflectances. See Table 1.
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http://ioc.unesco.org/iocweb/index.php
http://www.ioccg.org/
http://usjgofs.whoi.edu/ and http://www1.
whoi.edu/intlinks.html
http://www.imcs.rutgers.edu/mrs/LEO/
LEO15.html

http://people.deas.harvard.edu/leslie/
MBST98/index_rtime.html

http://envisat.esa.int/instruments/meris/
http://www.bo.ingv.it/mfstep/

http://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://www.ioccg.org/sensors/mos.html

http://www1.whoi.edu/nabeobjects.html
http://kela.soest.hawaii.edu/OceanSITES/
http://www.ioccg.org/sensors/oci.html
http://www.isro.org/index.htm
http://www.isro.org/index.htm
http://www.ioccg.org/sensors/octs.html

http://www.whoi.edu/science/MCG/ofp/
www.orionprogram.org
http://www.ioccg.org/sensors/osmi.html
http://smsc.cnes.fr/PARASOL/index.htm
http://www.opticsexpress.org/abstract.
cfm?URI=OPEX-10-4-210

http://www.ioccg.org/sensors/polder.html
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TABLE 2. (continued)
Definition
R/P FLIP

Online Resource

TIW
VIIRS

Research Floating Instrument Platform. The ultrastable research platform
(108 m in length, less than about 7 m in diameter; about 85%
submerged during measurements) is designed for ocean measurements.
South Atlantic Bight Synoptic Offshore Observational Network. An array
of eight offshore platforms, currently operated by the U.S. Navy
for flight training, are being used as a real-time oceanographic and
meteorological observatory network in the southeast Atlantic Bight
region off the state of Georgia (United States).
Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor, used for remote sensing of
ocean color from a satellite. See Table 1.
Second-Generation Global Imager. See Table 1.
Sounding Oceanographic Lagrangian Observer
array of moorings in the equatorial Pacific Ocean designed for studies
of ENSO and other phenomena. The internationally funded mooring
array is being extended into the Indian Ocean.
tropical instability waves
Visible Infrared Imager Radiometer Suite. See Table 1.

VOS

volunteer observing ship

SABSOON

SeaWiFS
S-GLI
SOLO float
TAO/TRITON

1034 Joule s), and c is the speed of light in a vacuum (3 
108 m s1)). Angle q is the angle between a vertical line
perpendicular to a flat plate and an incident light beam; the
azimuthal angle, F, is the angle with respect to a reference
line in the plane of the flat plate; and the wavelength
dependence is denoted as l (nm). Irradiance is the radiant
flux per unit surface area (units of W m2 nm1 or quanta
(or photons) m2 s1 nm1). Downwelling irradiance, Ed
(l), is the irradiance of a downwelling light stream
impinging on the top face of a horizontal surface (ideally,
a flat light collector oriented perpendicular to the local
gravity vector), and upwelling irradiance, Eu(l), is the
irradiance of an upwelling light stream impinging on the
bottom face of a horizontal surface. Net downward irradiance is the difference between downwelling and upwelling irradiance, Ed(l)  Eu(l), or the integral of L(q, F, l)
cos q over all solid angles (full solid angle 4p). Scalar
irradiance, E0(l), is defined as the integral of L(q, F, l)
over all solid angles; it is not weighted by the cosine of
the angle of incidence. It should be emphasized that all
definitions given above are for a specific wavelength of
light. If one integrates the various irradiances over the
visible wavelengths (400 – 700 nm, the visible range is
sometimes defined to be 350– 700 nm), then the biologically important broadband quantity called photosynthetically available (or active) radiation (PAR) is obtained.
Irradiance measurements are fundamentally important for
quantifying the amount of light available for photosynthesis and heating of the upper ocean as well as for radiative
transfer theory and models.
[8] Other AOPs of practical interest for remote sensing
are irradiance reflectance, R(l) = Eu(l)/Ed(l), and radiance reflectance, rrs(l) = Lu(l)/Ed(l) (dimensional, sr1;
generally at nadir [see Morel and Gentili, 1996]). When
taken just above the sea surface, this is often termed the
remote sensing reflectance, Rrs(l); multiplication by the
extraterrestrial solar spectral irradiance yields the normalized water-leaving radiance, Lwn(l). Both Rrs(l) and
Lwn(l) are important quantities for remote sensing of

http://www.mpl.ucsd.edu/resources/flip.
intro.html

http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/SeaWiFS/
http://www.ioccg.org/sensors/sgli.html
http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/tao/

http://www.ipo.noaa.gov/Technology/
viirs_summary.html
http://www.vos.noaa.gov/

ocean color and estimating biologically relevant parameters such as the concentration of chlorophyll a. Also of
importance is the nature of the radiance distribution; it
can be conveniently parameterized by the average cosine
of the radiance field with respect to zenith angle.
2.2. Inherent Optical Properties
[9] Inherent optical properties are dependent only upon
the aquatic medium itself and the wavelength of light;
IOPs are independent of the ambient light field and its
geometrical distribution. Photons in an aquatic medium
can only be absorbed or scattered. Elastic scattering
occurs if no change in wavelength occurs, and inelastic
scattering involves photon emissions with shifted wavelengths, e.g., natural fluorescence by phytoplankton (blue
to red) and Raman scattering by water. Our primary
emphasis here will be upon elastic scattering. The absorption and scattering properties are quantified in terms
of the IOPs: the index of refraction, the absorption
coefficient, a(l), and the volume scattering function
(VSF) (m1 sr1), b(y, l), where y is the scattering
angle with respect to the direction of the incident light.
Here b(y, l) represents the scattered intensity of light per
unit incident irradiance per unit volume of water at an
angle y into solid angle element DW. Integration of the
VSF over both forward and backward hemispheres yields
the important scattering coefficient, b(l). The forward
scattering coefficient, bf, is obtained by integrating the
VSF over the forward looking hemisphere (y = 0 to p/2),
and the backward scattering coefficient, bb, is calculated
by integrating over the backward looking hemisphere
(y = p/2 to p). The volume scattering phase function
normalizes the VSF by the total scattering and is the ratio
of b(y, l) to b(l) with units of sr1. The sum of the
absorption and scattering coefficients is defined as the
beam attenuation coefficient, c(l), [c(l) = a(l) + b(l)],
sometimes termed beam c. The IOPs a(l), b(l), and c(l)
all have units of m1. The proportion of light which is
scattered versus absorbed is characterized by the spectral
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Figure 1. (a) Example of upper water column absorption
spectra (nine wavelengths) for total minus water (atw)
(circles), particulate (ap) (triangles), and gelbstoff (ag)
(crosses) measured at the LEO-15 site (5 km offshore,
15 m water depth). Note ap = aph + ad. (b) Photograph of
moored bio-optical systems used to measure inherent and
apparent optical properties: nine-wavelength spectral absorption-attenuation, beam c, photosynthetically available
(or active) radiation (PAR), upwelling radiance, downwelling irradiance, and chlorophyll fluorescence.
single-scattering albedo, w0(l) = b(l)/c(l). The singlescattering assumption fails when there are high
concentrations of strongly scattering particles (e.g.,
coccolithophore blooms) and when there are long path
lengths of light (e.g., sunrise and sunset).
[10] Variations in light absorption and scattering can
generally be attributed to variability in four constituents of
the aquatic medium in natural oceanic waters: pure seawater
(w), phytoplankton (ph), detritus (d), and gelbstoff (g),
although in many situations, mineralogenic, sedimentary,
or biogenic particles, or bubbles, can dominate the scattering field [Zhang et al., 1998]. Therefore it is convenient,
though technically difficult, to partition the total absorption,
total scattering, and total beam attenuation coefficients,
at(l), bt(l), and ct(l), respectively, in terms of the contributing constituents such that
at ðlÞ ¼ aw ðlÞ þ aph ðlÞ þ ad ðlÞ þ ag ðlÞ;
bt ðlÞ ¼ bw ðlÞ þ bph ðlÞ þ bd ðlÞ;
ct ðlÞ ¼ cw ðlÞ þ cph ðlÞ þ cd ðlÞ þ cg ðlÞ:

RG1001

Detritus is defined here as the term representing nonchlorophyll-containing particles of organic or inorganic origin
(e.g., sediment, fecal material, plant and animal fragments,
etc.), and gelbstoff (sometimes called yellow matter or
gilvin, which is composed of humic or fulvic acids [see
Kirk, 1994]) is the term for optically active colored
dissolved organic material (CDOM) [see Coble et al.,
2004]. The contribution of gelbstoff to scattering is small
relative to the other terms and is hence normally neglected.
The absorption coefficient of pure seawater is well
characterized with greater absorption in the red than blue
portions of the visible spectrum [e.g., Smith and Baker,
1981; Pope and Fry, 1997]. Detrital and gelbstoff absorption spectra tend to decrease monotonically with increasing
wavelength and can be modeled using an exponential
function (Figure 1a). In reality, it is very difficult to achieve
separation between these two components given similarities
in their spectral absorption coefficients. Furthermore,
certain nonphotosynthetic pigments contained within living
algal cells exhibit such monotonic wavelength dependence
as well. Phytoplankton spectral absorption generally varies
significantly in relation to community composition and
environmental changes. Characteristic peaks are typically
found near wavelengths of 440 and 683 nm and are related
to chlorophyll a, the most abundant pigment in autotrophic
phytoplankton (Figure 1a). Bio-optical research often
focuses on the spectral, temporal, and spatial variability of
aph(l).
2.3. Quasi-Inherent Optical Properties
[11] The vertical diffuse attenuation coefficient for radiance, KL(l), and diffuse attenuation coefficient for irradiance, Kd(l), are defined as the logarithmic derivative of the
specified radiometric quantity with respect to depth [Kirk,
1994]. These coefficients are referred to as quasi-inherent
optical properties since they often depend only weakly on
the ambient light field and thus behave similarly to the IOPs
(at least for solar zenith angles less than 60) and have units
of m1. For example, strong relationships often exist,
particularly between Kd(l) and a(l). Kd(l) (here we suppress depth dependence notation for convenience), the
vertical diffuse attenuation coefficient of downwelling irradiance, can be separated approximately into the four contributions of the various constituents (e.g., water,
phytoplankton, detritus, and gelbstoff) in analogy to the
absorption coefficients defined in section 2.2 [see Morel,
1988; Gordon et al., 1988; Morel and Maritorena, 2001].
2.4. Relationships Between IOPs and AOPs
[12] Relationships between IOPs and AOPs are central to
developing quantitative models of spectral irradiance and
radiance in the ocean [Morel, 1988; Gordon et al., 1988;
Kirk, 1994; Mobley, 1994]. Radiative transfer theory is used
to provide a mathematical formalism to link IOPs and the
geometric radiance distribution (as influenced by the IOPs
themselves and the boundary conditions at the sea surface
and bottom) to the AOPs of the water column. One
motivation of this research is to predict AOPs given
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those from satellite- or airplane-based spectral radiometers
that necessarily must account for the effects of clouds,
aerosols, and surface reflectances [e.g., Hooker and
McClain, 2000; Mueller and Fargion, 2002].
[13] Exact relations between some IOPs and AOPs can be
derived from the Gershun’s law and equation (see the
glossary) as a result of integration of the radiative transfer
equation [e.g., Mobley, 1994], but more generally, relationships between the IOPs and AOPs require numerical solutions to the radiative transfer equation. For example, the
irradiance reflectance, R(l), has been found to be a function
of bb/(a + bb) or bb/a from radiative transfer theory [e.g.,
Gordon et al., 1975] and from Monte Carlo calculations for
waters characterized by b/a values ranging from 1.0 to 5.0
[Kirk, 1994]. The simple relationships between IOPs and
AOPs break down during periods of low Sun angle and/or
when highly reflective organisms or their products (coccolithophores and coccoliths) or bubbles are present [Stramska
and Frye, 1997; Zhang et al., 1998; Zheng et al., 2002].
3.

Figure 2. (a) Example of water-leaving radiance spectra
derived from radiometric measurements collected at the
LEO-15 site (25 km offshore, 24 m water depth). (b)
Photograph of an optical system used to measure inherent
and apparent optical properties: upwelling radiance and
downwelling irradiance, chlorophyll fluorescence, and the
volume-scattering function. Inset photograph shows a
special copper shutter device for minimizing biofouling of
the sensors.
environmental forcing conditions and actual measurements
or best estimates of IOPs, the ‘‘direct problem,’’ using
‘‘direct models.’’ Another related goal is to be able to
estimate or determine the vertical and, ideally, horizontal
structure of IOPs and their temporal variability given
normalized spectral water-leaving radiance, Lwn(l), measured remotely from satellite or airplane color sensing
imagers, the ‘‘inverse problem,’’ using ‘‘inverse models.’’
These two types of models are outlined by the International
Ocean-Colour Coordinating Group (IOCCG) [2000]. Several inverse models have been reported [e.g., Morel, 1988;
Garver and Siegel, 1997; Barnard et al., 1999; Loisel et al.,
2001; Morel and Maritorena, 2001; Lee et al., 2002;
Maritorena et al., 2002; Roesler and Boss, 2003]. The
extrapolation of subsurface values of Lu(l) to the surface
and through the air-sea interface has been the subject of
considerable research because a major requirement of ocean
color remote sensing is to match in situ determinations to

OPTICAL SENSOR TECHNOLOGIES

[14] One of the earliest research cruises dedicated to
optical oceanographic research was conducted by Otto
von Kotzebue during a circumnavigational voyage in
1817 [Højerslev, 1994]. von Kotzebue first used red cloth
and then later a simple white plate lowered into the sea to
determine the depth of penetration of light. Analogous
studies using a Secchi disk, a white disk 25 cm in diameter
whose depth of disappearance is defined as the Secchi
depth, began in the late 1860s [e.g., Arnone et al., 2004].
More recently, research utilizing Secchi disk data has been
used to describe regional differences and long-term changes
in the optical clarity of the world oceans. For example,
Lewis et al. [1988] used an empirical formula to translate
global Secchi depth data into estimates of chlorophyll
concentration. The inferred concentrations were within a
few percent of CZCS satellite-based estimates. Falkowski
and Wilson [1992] used a 90-year record of Secchi depth
observations in the North Pacific Ocean to determine that
small, systematic increases in phytoplankton have occurred
on the edges of the central ocean gyre, while the gyre core
has undergone a small depletion of phytoplankton. It is
notable that Jerlov [1976] first compiled optical data for the
world ocean. Jerlov [1976], Dickey [1991], Højerslev
[1994], and Kirk [1994] have described many devices used
for ocean optical measurements through the early 1990s.
Here we focus on sensors and systems and platforms that
are presently in use or are being developed [see also Dickey,
2001a, 2001b, 2003, 2004].
3.1. In Situ Measurements of AOPs
[15] Instrument packages designed for measuring AOPs
from moorings are shown in Figures 1b, 2b, and 3b. AOP
data are shown in Figures 2a and 3a. One of the more
common instruments for measuring AOPs is a relatively
simple broadband scalar irradiance, Eo, or PAR, sensor,
used for determining the availability of light for phyto-
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Figure 3. (a) Spectral water-leaving radiance, Lw, derived from Bermuda Testbed Mooring (BTM)
radiometers and from the Sea-viewing Wide Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS) ocean color satellite for
8 days in 1999. Note that SeaWiFS-derived Lw at 412 nm was inaccurately calibrated until the fourth
reprocessing (which occurred after 1999), which likely explains the difference between SeaWiFS and
BTM radiometry at this wavelength. Insets show surface PAR time series to illustrate sky conditions.
Daily average wind speeds are also indicated. (b) Photograph of the radiometric system deployed on the
BTM. Radiometers measuring Ed and Lu are labeled.
plankton. A spherical light collector made of diffusing
plastic or opal glass receives the light from approximately
4p steradians, and a photodetector records the output
voltage (i.e., the photoelectric effect). Analogous sensors
use narrow field of view, flat plate cosine, hemispherical,
or spherical light collectors for different spectral measurements or calculations of the AOPs described above (Ed,
Lu, Kd, Eo, etc.). Spectroradiometers are radiance, irradiance, or scalar irradiance meters that use a variable
monochromator to separate the light into specific wave
bands (centered on desired wavelengths). Irradiance cosine collectors are designed such that their responses to
parallel radiant flux are proportional to the cosine of the
angle of the radiant flux relative to normal incidence to
the collector surface (so-called cosine response). Radiance
sensors are designed to accept light over a small solid
angle (typically a viewing angle of a few steradians), and
measurements of scalar irradiances require a means to
integrate the radiance field in all directions, typically
using hemispherical or spherical light collectors. Irradi-

ance and radiance instruments are calibrated using wellcharacterized, standard light sources [see Mueller and
Fargion, 2002]. Wavelength response for multispectral
instruments is generally achieved by using sets of bandpass filters (usually 10 nm in bandwidth, meaning full
width at half maximum of power) selected for particular
purposes such as investigating absorption peaks and hinge
points for pigment analyses or matched to specific satellite channels. Higher spectral resolution (hyperspectral,
4 – 5 nm resolution from 400 to 750 nm) can be
achieved by using grating monochromators or linear
variable optical filter scanning spectrometers (see the
glossary for explanations and references).
[16] Spectral radiometric measurements of AOPs have
been far more commonly made than measurements of IOPs.
and they form the basis for compilations on which new
algorithms relating optical and biological quantities can be
developed [e.g., Lewis and McLean, 1999; Morel and
Maritorena, 2001]. Algorithms are generally developed to
quantify constituents in the water column using wavelength
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or wave band ratios (several are reviewed by O’Reilly et al.
[1998]). Different ratios are employed for different optical
parameters as discussed in section 3.3. With the advent of
hyperspectral sensors a single instrument can provide additional degrees of freedom to more accurately resolve a
variety of water column constituents. This is especially
important for coastal waters because of the complexity in
the makeup of the population of particles and dissolved
matter that contribute to the optical properties of these
regions where terrestrial influence is important. Species
identification may be possible using hyperspectral radiometric measurements as characteristic phytoplankton pigment peaks can sometimes be discerned [e.g., see Lohrenz et
al., 1999; Kirkpatrick et al., 2000; Chang et al., 2004, and
references therein]. Because of the growing concern about
deleterious effects of UV radiation on marine organisms and
because of the role of these wavelengths in photochemistry
(e.g., review by Dickey and Falkowski [2002] and Johnson
and Coletti [2002]), a number of instruments have been
designed to measure into the UV portion of the electromagnetic spectrum as well.
3.2. In Situ Measurements of IOPs
[17] Systems for obtaining inherent optical property data
from moorings are illustrated in Figure 1b. Monochromatic
beam transmissometers measure light beam c to derive
suspended sediment volume, phytoplankton biomass, and
concentrations of particulate organic carbon (POC) [Bishop
et al., 1999; Gardner et al., 2001] and productivity in the
form of POC [e.g., Siegel et al., 1989; Cullen et al., 1992;
Behrenfeld et al., 2005]. The principle of operation of a
beam transmissometer involves the measurement of the
proportion of an emitted beam that is lost through both
absorption and scattering as it passes to a detector through a
predetermined path length. Beam transmissometers have
often used a red light – emitting diode (660 nm) for the
collimated light source. The wavelength of 660 nm was
originally selected in order to minimize attenuation by
gelbstoff, which attenuates strongly at shorter wavelengths
but minimally in the red wavelengths; more recent versions
have expanded the wavelength resolution and range.
[18] Within the past decade, in situ spectral absorptionattenuation meters have become commercially available
[Moore et al., 1992] (Figure 1b). These measure concurrently spectral absorption and attenuation coefficients (i.e.,
using optical filters, grating monochromators, or linear
variable optical filters) for spectral signatures of both
particulate and dissolved material. The devices use two
tubes through which seawater is pumped. The inside of
the beam attenuation coefficient tube (c tube) is flat black in
color to minimize reflections, whereas the absorption coefficient tube (a tube) is reflective in order to maximize
internal reflections to better estimate absorption. Similar
hyperspectral instruments using linear variable-filter scanning spectrometers have recently been developed to measure a(l) and c(l) from 400 to 750 nm [Bruce et al., 1996;
Rhodes et al., 2004]. The scattering coefficient can be
computed from ac meter data by simply performing the
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difference b = c  a. Absorption-attenuation meter data and
spectral decomposition models can be used to provide in
situ estimates of aph(l), ad(l), and ag(l) [Roesler et al.,
1989; Bricaud and Stramski, 1990; Chang and Dickey,
1999; Gallegos and Neale, 2002; Schofield et al., 2004a;
Roesler and Boss, 2003, 2006] (Figure 1a).
[19] Hyperspectral measurements of the absorption coefficient have also been obtained by use of a liquid waveguide
capillary cell (LWCC), coupled to a fiber-optic spectrophotometer and a light source [D’Sa et al., 1999; Kirkpatrick et
al., 2003]. The seawater sample is injected into the LWCC.
The source light is then introduced into the LWCC and
constrained within the cell by total internal reflection (the
index of refraction of seawater is significantly greater than
that of the cell wall). The light that is not absorbed is
conducted via an optical fiber to a detector at the other end
of the LWCC. The absorption measurement of the sample is
then obtained by measuring the optical density of the
seawater using a spectrophotometer. The LWCC is utilized
in place of a standard cuvette in order to increase the path
length, yet reduce the volume of the sample, hence increasing the sensitivity of absorption measurements. The
LWCC absorption method was first utilized in the laboratory for accurate determinations of ag(l) [D’Sa et al.,
1999] and recently has been miniaturized for autonomous,
in situ deployment. These latest instruments have proven
effective in providing continuous maps of ag(l) [Kirkpatrick
et al., 2003] as well as hyperspectral absorption coefficients
for the isolation of pigments specific to the harmful algal
species Karenis brevis [Millie et al., 1997; Kirkpatrick et al.,
2000; Florida Aquaculture, First breve buster in the water,
issue 32 (July), Division of Aquaculture, Florida Department
of Agriculture and Consumer Services, Tallahassee,
Florida, 2004, available at http://www.floridaaquaculture.
com/publications/Issue_32.pdf].
[20] Radiative transfer models and interpretation of remote sensing images rely upon spectral absorption, backscattering, and VSF data or inferences to estimate the
propagation of light [e.g., Gordon, 1994; Mobley, 1994].
Until recently, few instruments existed for the measurement
of the VSF. Historical data collected in the 1970s [Petzold,
1972] were commonly used in lieu of direct measurements.
Some recently developed VSF instruments measure at fixed
numbers of angles with the functional form being determined using theory and polynomial curve fits [Moore et al.,
2000; Dana and Maffione, 2000]. Another new instrument
resolves the entire VSF from 0.5 to 179 with an angular
resolution of 0.3 [Lee and Lewis, 2003] and has been used
to predict the observed radiance distribution far more
accurately [Mobley et al., 2002] than by using a single
proscribed VSF such as that reported by Petzold [1972]
(Figure 2b). The total scattering coefficient, b, and the
backscattering coefficient, bb, are then estimated through
direct weighted integration of the measured VSF over the
appropriate angular range (see the glossary and Boss et al.
[2004a]).
[21] Backscattering variations are related to the changes
in the size distributions, shapes, and compositions of
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particles [e.g., Boss et al., 2004a, 2004b]. In situ particle
size distributions can be measured using laser (Fraunhofer)
diffraction instruments [Agrawal and Pottsmith, 1994] that
employ charge-coupled device (CCD) array photodetectors
with linear or circular ring geometries. Particles in the range
of 5 to 500 mm can be measured with resolution dependent
upon the number of individual detector rings. Modified
versions of these instruments measure particle settling
velocities.
3.3. Above-Water Measurements of Optical
Properties
[22] Measurements of oceanic optical properties from
above the sea surface from shipboard, aircraft, or satellite
platforms (see below) involve both passive observations
(measurements which rely on the Sun for illumination of the
ocean surface) and active methods, which generally employ
laser illumination. Sensors that employ active illumination
methods (e.g., light detection and ranging (lidar)) avoid
some of the problems associated with reliance on the Sun:
The illumination geometries and atmospheric interferences
are far less variable, and the systems can operate at night.
Also, laser power capabilities are such that depth ranges 3 –
5 times deeper than possible with passive methods can be
probed [Yoder et al., 2001]. Further, lidar systems can be
range gated to examine the vertical structure of the water
column (e.g., mixed layer depth in principle; this is still a
research goal), including the depth and nature of the sea
bottom. To date, such systems have been fielded on aircraft
and shipboard platforms to characterize the optical properties of the upper water column [see Allocca et al., 2002;
Prentice et al., 2002]. Lidar systems are particularly useful
for large-scale bathymetric surveys and high spatial resolution optical studies. Plans are in place for future deployment
of ocean lidar systems on satellites in low Earth orbits.
[23] Passive methods largely use spectrometers that measure the radiance entering the aperture of the sensor, with a
variety of scanning mechanisms used to generate twodimensional fields or images [Yoder et al., 2001]. For these,
significant complications arise from the specular reflection
from the sea surface (glint), the high degree of variability in
both the air-sea interface (resulting in rapid light focusing
and defocusing), atmospheric scattering and absorption and
clouds, and the bidirectionality of both the downwelling and
the upwelling radiance distributions, all of which must be
corrected for in order to retrieve the desired radiance leaving
the ocean surface. As well, the surface downwelling irradiance must be measured or estimated to generate the normalization necessary to compare different ocean locations at
different times in a quantitatively meaningful way. Finally,
the above-water sensors measure radiances emitted only
over the upper optical depth (roughly scaled as 1/KL; this
weighting decreases exponentially with depth and has a
spectral dependence which varies with concentration and
type of dissolved and particulate matter), typically ranging
(at 490 nm) from roughly <1 m in coastal waters to a
maximum of the order of 35 m in clear, open ocean regions.
(Note that electromagnetic radiation only penetrates to very
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shallow ocean depths (infrared to millimeters and visible to
meters (an optical depth)) [Gordon and McCluney, 1975;
Barnard et al., 2000; Frette et al., 2001].)
[24] Above-water, or remotely sensed, observations of
radiances can be used to infer synoptic-scale concentrations
of biological quantities and their dynamics [Yoder et al.,
2001] (Figure 4). Remote sensing estimates of pigment
concentrations (typically chlorophyll a or chlorophyll a
plus phaeopigments) often use empirical relations involving
ratios such as those involving normalized water-leaving
radiance at a few chosen wavelengths, e.g., Lwn(443 nm)/
Lwn(550 nm) or ratios with other wavelength combinations
[see O’Reilly et al., 1998]. The specific wavelengths are
chosen on the basis of strong absorption by algal pigments
at 443 and 490 nm and their weak absorption around 550–
580 nm (Figure 1a). Work is progressing in remote sensing
of other important oceanic variables including CDOM
[Kahru and Mitchell, 2001; Siegel et al., 2002] and signatures of different phytoplankton taxa [Hill et al., 2000],
including those associated with red tides or harmful algal
blooms [Stumpf, 2001]. In addition, remotely sensed optical
data are being used to estimate phytoplankton concentrations and primary productivity [e.g., Sathyendranath et al.,
1989; Antoine and Morel, 1996; Antoine et al., 1996;
Behrenfeld and Falkowski, 1997; Campbell et al., 2002].
Again, hyperspectral sensors provide a larger number of
wavelengths that are useful in these advanced analyses
[IOCCG, 2000; special issue ‘‘Coastal Ocean Optics and
Dynamics’’ in Oceanography, 17(2), 2004].
[25] The algorithms and wavelengths mentioned above
work well for the open ocean or, more specifically, case 1
waters, typically defined to be those waters where phytoplankton and associated material of biological origin are
principally responsible for optical properties of the seawater
[see Morel and Prieur, 1977; Mobley et al., 2004]. Case 2
waters, on the other hand, are influenced additionally by
other substances that vary independently of phytoplankton
concentration (e.g., inorganic particles in suspension and
terrestrial CDOM) (see the glossary, Morel and Prieur
[1977], and Mobley et al. [2004]). Thus retrieval of color
products is much more difficult in case 2 waters. There has
been, and continues to be, considerable discussion
concerning optical classifications of ocean waters that dates
back to pioneering work by Jerlov [1976]. There is merit in
utilizing classification schemes that suggest general categories of waters that have more or less influence by phytoplankton, CDOM, and suspended matter as reviewed by
IOCCG [2000]. However, just as ‘‘coastal’’ physical water
properties (often defined to be those waters lying in depths
less than 200 m) are often found far at sea, case 2 waters are
likewise unconstrained by geography and can be dominant
in deep waters. Optical water classifications and an interesting suggestion of their elimination are discussed by
Mobley et al. [2004]. For this review, we elect to continue
our discussion using the case 1 and case 2 nomenclature
because of their historical use in the literature. There are
also presently proponents for improving ocean color algorithms using biogeographical provinces [Longhurst, 1998;
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Figure 4. (a) and (b) Photographs of SeaWiFS for ocean color imaging at seven wavelengths.
Photographs are provided by NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. Example images of (c) remote sensing
reflectance at 510 nm and (d) chlorophyll a concentration derived from SeaWiFS data at the LEO-15 site
(white box) off the New Jersey coast. (Figures 4c and 4d credit R. Gould.)
Schofield et al., 2004a], while others prefer a more holistic
approach that would involve general theories or algorithms
[IOCCG, 2000]. Oliver et al. [2004a] recently presented a
classification scheme that combines multivariate cluster
analysis with a newly developed genetic expression algorithm to objectively determine the number of water mass
types in a region of interest. This new method utilizes both
ocean color and sea surface temperature measurements.
Oliver et al. [2004a] identified and located a phytoplankton

bloom, warm core ring, terrestrial runoff plume, and upwelling favorable conditions based on Sea-viewing Wide
Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWiFS) ocean color and advanced
very high resolution radiometer sea surface temperature
imagery.
[26] Because of the complexity of case 2 waters and
their proximity to land, another method for extracting
biological data has been developed for above-water ocean
color sensors. This method utilizes the passive or natural
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram illustrating the various platforms used for the Hyperspectral Coastal
Ocean Dynamics Experiment at the LEO-15 study site off the New Jersey (inset map, latitude lines 38
and 39N, longitude lines 76 and 74W) coast in the summers of 2000 and 2001. (Image credit S. Glenn.)
solar fluorescence peak near 685 nm to determine the
height of the passive fluorescence emission signal of
chlorophyll a relative to a baseline value (established
by other signals in the range of 660 –710 nm). Multispectral and hyperspectral satellite sensors with adequate
spectral resolution can be used to estimate chlorophyll a
concentration in this manner [Neville and Gower, 1977;
Babin et al., 1996; Letelier and Abbott, 1996; Gower et
al., 1999; IOCCG, 2000; Babin, 2006]. The advantages
and disadvantages of the ratio-based versus fluorescencebased methods are summarized in Table 2 of IOCCG
[1999]. The two techniques provide different measures
that can, in principle, be used to infer photosynthetic
capabilities of autotrophic phytoplankton and to estimate
primary production rates.
4.

PLATFORMS

[27] The utilization of a variety of complementary
ocean observing platforms (Figure 5) along with numer-

ical models can improve our informational databases and
ultimately our knowledge and capabilities for making
predictions of upper ocean ecology, biogeochemistry,
health of the ocean, and underwater visibility [Dickey,
1991, 2001a, 2001b, 2003]. Some challenges for making
these oceanographic predictions are the following:
(1) There are often tens if not hundreds of relevant
variables involved; (2) many of the oceanographic properties are nonconservative; (3) processes are typically
nonlinear and involve multiple, related interdisciplinary
variables; (4) physiological and behavioral aspects are
frequently important for ocean biology and indirectly
for optics; (5) costs of doing ocean measurements from
satellites and in situ platforms are relatively high; and
(6) the assimilation of optical data into forecast models is
in its infancy. Multiple platforms will be needed to fill in
the time-space continuum of oceanographic processes
because of specific platform limitations (Figure 6). Platforms must be located judiciously to optimize their
informational value and to determine decorrelation scales
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Figure 6. Time-horizontal space diagram illustrating physical and biological processes overlain with
sampling domains of various platforms (moorings, satellites, autonomous underwater vehicles, etc.).
for analyses and numerical models. Also, use of wavelet
analyses and Kalman filtering methods can be valuable
for analyzing nonstationary and nonlinear processes (e.g.,
internal solitary waves and tropical instability waves) and
data sets with gaps. For example, Ocean System
Simulation Experiments (OSSEs) are being increasingly
used in the atmospheric and interdisciplinary oceanic
sciences as reviewed by Robinson et al. [1998], Hofmann
and Friedrichs [2001], Robinson and Lermusiaux [2001,
2002], and Dickey [2003]. In sections 4.1 –4.5 some of
the platforms and data telemetry systems that will likely
be important elements of a global ocean observing system
are described.
4.1. Remote Sensing
[28] Geostationary satellites can, in principle, carry ocean
color sensors to continuously view specifically selected but
changeable oceanic regions for nearly synoptic observations
(snapshots of several hundreds to thousands of square
kilometers of ocean surface) over the ocean while low
Earth-orbiting satellites already provide nearly global coverage albeit with temporal resolution of hours to days,
depending on latitude and instrument duty cycle [McClain,
2001]. Ocean color sensors can enable the collection of data
to observe and monitor the effects of storms and mixing

events on ocean color, flooding impacts on the coastal
ocean, harmful algal blooms, eutrophication events, oil
spills, etc. (e.g., Figures 4 and 7). The temporal resolution
afforded by geostationary satellites can enable assessment
of tidal and diel cycles as well as short-timescale, episodic
events (e.g., harmful algal blooms, storm surge, and runoff)
in coastal zones. The exact choices of sensor wavelengths
are a matter of considerable interest as they need to be
selected to optimize estimates of different ocean color
products (e.g., chlorophyll a, CDOM, phytoplankton absorption pigment peaks and troughs, etc.) in addition to
being able to adequately correct for atmospheric effects
(aerosols, water vapor, and clouds impair or negate ocean
color product retrievals). Further, infrared wavelengths are
typically used for atmospheric correction, but they are often
not adequate, especially in the coastal zone [IOCCG, 1998,
1999, 2000]. Satellite ocean color products may include
variables such as the diffuse attenuation coefficient of light,
which is important for primary production and heating rate
problems, CDOM, and perhaps phytoplankton identification
by groups if not species [e.g., Kirkpatrick et al., 2000;
Stumpf, 2001; Chang et al., 2004].
[29] Initial observations of the spectral reflectance of the
ocean from airborne sensors [Yentsch, 1960; Lorenzen,
1969] provided the basis for satellite measurement systems
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Figure 7. (a) Photograph of the Ocean Portable Hyperspectral Imager for Low-Light Spectroscopy
(PHILLS), a hyperspectral imaging spectrometer operating over the wavelength range 400 – 1000 nm
with 1.7-nm spectral resolution. (b) PHILLS image taken at the LEO-15 site on 22 July 2000 (image
stretched north-south). (Image credit C. Davis.)

initiated in 1978 by the CZCS [Gordon et al., 1985], which
provided uneven coverage until its failure in 1986 (note that
the CZCS far surpassed its expected lifetime [IOCCG,
1999]). Satellite-based ocean color was not obtained again
until the launch of the Japanese Ocean Color and Temperature Scanner (OCTS) in August 1996. The OCTS provided
global ocean color data until its premature demise in June
1997. Since then, ocean color sensors from many different
countries have been launched. A summary of information
concerning past, current, and future satellite-based ocean
color imagers is provided in Table 1.
[30] There are several justifications for multiple ocean
color satellites. For example, (1) individual satellites generally have different orbits and viewing geometries [i.e.,
Martin, 2004] and can provide complementary spatial data
sets and greater coverage, (2) multiple satellites can provide
better temporal coverage, (3) when different spectral bands
are used, additional ocean color products can be obtained,
and (4) satellites have limited lifetimes, so overlapping time
periods of observations are critical for continuity and
ascertaining long-term trends and characterizing variabilities. Nonetheless, uniform calibration and validation of all
sensors and data merging is difficult [IOCCG, 1999; Hooker
and McClain, 2000]. There is clearly a need for coordination of ocean color satellite programs as emphasized by the
IOCCG [1998, 1999, 2000].
[31] Satellite-based sensors are complemented by a large
array of specialized aircraft sensors deployed for specific
experiments and high-resolution surveys as well as for

development before use on satellites. Recently, unmanned
aircraft with sensor payloads have provided new flexibility
for these purposes. Unfortunately, while aircraft sensors can
be deployed for high spatial and spectral resolution coverage of specific areas, they are restricted in terms of largescale spatial coverage and cannot be deployed for long
periods. An example of an airborne hyperspectral imaging
system, the Ocean Portable Hyperspectral Imager for LowLight Spectroscopy (PHILLS) [Davis et al., 2002], is shown
in Figure 7.
[32] The quantification and utility of space-based as well
as aircraft-based ocean color observations are fundamentally
dependent on laboratory calibrations of sensors, spacecraft
calibrations, atmospheric corrections, sea surface and subsurface data for calibrating and validating satellite sensor
data, and algorithm development [Hooker and McClain,
2000; Mueller and Fargion, 2002]. Remote sensing data are
empirical inferences of surface signals and are reliant upon
sea-truthing data sets obtained from ocean-based platforms
(Figure 3). Visible wavelengths cannot effectively penetrate
water vapor, clouds, and dust, and aerosol scattering is
highly variable; atmospheric correction algorithms are thus
essential [e.g., Gordon and Wang, 1994]. Operational products for ocean color are also needed as they represent
potential measures of the health of the ocean (e.g., coral
reefs, sea grasses, harmful algal blooms, invasive species,
and fisheries), its capacity to uptake carbon dioxide, and the
status of its resources as well as changing bottom bathymetry in shallow waters. Thus satellite and aircraft informa-
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tion must be complemented with in situ observations to
provide continuous high-frequency time series and high
spatial resolution data and to characterize important subsurface ocean properties.

and carbon dioxide measurements have been supported
through such voluntary programs, and additional measurements could be added with relatively little difficulty [Balch
et al., 2001, 2004].

4.2. Ships
[33] Ships are valuable assets for (1) direct, detailed
process-oriented observations for specific research activities, (2) data collection at depth and over long distances
during transects, and (3) deployment of other sampling
platforms such as moorings, drifters, floats, autonomous
underwater vehicles (AUVs) [Griffiths, 2003], and gliders
[Eriksen et al., 2001; Davis et al., 2003]. Useful modes of
ship sampling include (1) on-station vertical profiling of
instruments, (2) on-station and underway ship-mounted,
tethered, or hand-held radiometric measurements, (3) underway sampling of surface waters using flow-through
systems [e.g., Balch et al., 2001], and (4) underway
sampling using instrumented towed undulating or fixeddepth bodies or chains that act as platforms for sensor
suites. These various modes of sampling are especially
useful for regional process-oriented studies and for longtransect sampling programs designed to provide spatial
maps. As well, such observations can be used to estimate
decorrelation scales of oceanic properties, which can be
used in optimal interpolation and data assimilation
approaches. The Atlantic Meridional Transect (AMT) program (described by Aiken et al. [2000] and Hooker and
McClain [2000]), the U.S. Joint Global Ocean Flux Study
(JGOFS) global survey program [Marra et al., 1991], and
the most recent Blue Earth Global Expedition (BEAGLE)
study (see Table 2) are examples of research-driven longtransect sampling programs that have been devoted to or
included optical measurements.
[34] One of the advantages of ship sampling is that
calibrations of sensors and cleaning of the optical windows
or tubes of instruments can be performed between profile
casts to provide freshly calibrated, essentially nonbiofouled
optical data. A second advantage of manned ships is that
advanced analytical instrumentation that cannot presently be
routinely deployed from other in situ platforms can be
utilized. Examples of such instrumentation include flow
cytometers and mass spectrometers, ‘‘clean’’ methods for
analyzing ocean chemistry, and radioactivity measurement
systems. In addition, ships remain the only viable platform
type capable of collecting biological samples with net tows
and sampling large volumes of water for optical and
pigment analyses using spectrophotometers and shipboard
fluorometers. Ships have limitations, however, in terms of
their high cost, limited availability, and restricted synopticity in sampling. Also, they are often precluded from
working in heavy weather and sea state conditions, which
are of considerable interest for the study of air-sea interactions and episodic biological and biogeochemical processes. Nonetheless, the oceanographic community has
developed effective volunteer observing ship and ship-ofopportunity programs to make basic measurements and to
complement dedicated research missions. Recently, optical

4.3. Fixed (Eulerian) Platforms: Moorings, Bottom
Tripods, and Offshore Platforms
[35] Researchers and environmental agencies are using
mooring, bottom tripod, and offshore platform measurement
systems and sensors to study environmental changes in the
ocean on timescales from minutes to years (Figure 6). An
increasing number of optical, chemical, geological, and
acoustical parameters are being measured from these platforms. Several different oceanic regions have been studied
using interdisciplinary moored systems. These regions include both open ocean and coastal settings that range from
the equatorial Pacific to high-latitude areas south of Iceland
and in the Southern Ocean as discussed below. Autonomously sampling profilers equipped with optical sensors
have been deployed from moorings since the mid-1980s
[Dickey, 1991] to obtain high vertical resolution (approximately a meter or less) and moderate temporal resolution
(approximately a few hours) data sets. Several groups are
using new technologies to advance this class of sampling
[e.g., Cullen et al., 1997; Hanson and Donaghay, 1998;
Schofield et al., 2004b; Ciotti et al., 1999; Cullen, 2006].
Moorings have been used specifically for calibrating and
validating ocean color sensors at sites off Lanai, Hawaii
[Clark et al., 1997], in Monterey Bay [Chavez et al., 1997],
in the Sea of Japan/East Sea [Mitomi et al., 1998], in the
equatorial Pacific [Chavez et al., 1999], off the south coast
of Plymouth, England [Pinkerton and Aiken, 1999], in the
Mediterranean off Monaco [Twardowski et al., 2005], and
off Bermuda [Dickey et al., 1998a, 2001] (see Figure 3 and
section 5.5).
[36] Because of biofouling of sensors, useful data from
moorings have generally been limited to a few months in
the open ocean and less in coastal waters. McLean et al.
[1997], Davis et al. [2000], Chavez et al. [2000], and
Manov et al. [2004] have provided information on the
biofouling problem and its mitigation. Most recently, it
has been reported that some of the best methodologies for
preventing biofouling of optical sensors involve the utilization of copper materials and shutters [Chavez et al., 2000;
Manov et al., 2004] (Figure 2b). In particular, optical
instruments using copper shutters have collected over
400 days of data with virtually no evidence of biofouling
[Manov et al., 2004].
[37] Benthic processes may be studied and monitored
using optical instrumentation deployed on bottom tripods.
Bottom tripods and their instrumentation may be placed in
virtually the same environments as moorings using similar
suites of sensors and samplers deployable from moorings.
Beam transmissometers, ac meters, particle-sizing devices,
optical settling tubes, and photographic cameras mounted
on tripods have been used to investigate sediment resuspension and settling, bed form formation and movement,
bioturbation, flocculation/deflocculation, and the flux of
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carbon at the seafloor [Agrawal and Pottsmith, 1994;
Trowbridge and Nowell, 1994; Lampitt and Antia, 1997;
Chang et al., 2001; Hill et al., 2001; Berelson, 2001].
[38] Offshore platforms, including research-dedicated and
oil production platforms, provide opportunities for conducting oceanographic and meteorological research and monitoring. These often large and very stable platforms
potentially have space and facilities for manned research
laboratories and are equipped with power generators, making them ideal for oceanographic observations. They offer
several advantages over shipboard platforms, including
absolute stability in high sea states, suitability for time
series measurements, and capability for housing personnel.
It is possible to launch drifters, AUVs, gliders, and other
mobile sampling devices from these platforms for spatial
sampling as well. Zibordi et al. [1999] have reported the use
of a tower offshore of Venice, Italy, for optical remote
sensing calibration and validation. An array of offshore
platforms equipped with high-bandwidth communication
systems (South Atlantic Bight Synoptic Offshore Observational Network (SABSOON) see Table 2) is being used as
an oceanographic and meteorological observatory network
in the southeast Atlantic bight region off the state of
Georgia (United States). Coastal sites with piers may also
be used. Unfortunately, instrument shading and major
perturbation of local ecology are problematic for large
platforms and piers.
4.4. Lagrangian Platforms: Drifters and Floats
[39] Drifters and floats can provide spatial data by
effectively following water parcels and collecting optical
data in regions of the world’s oceans that are rarely visited
by oceanographic research vessels [Foley et al., 1997;
Landry et al., 1997; Abbott et al., 1990; Moisan et al.,
2001; Bishop et al., 2002, 2004]. These Lagrangian platforms provide data in portions of the time-space domain that
are inaccessible by satellites and most other in situ platforms
(Figure 6). Drifters and floats now utilize the Global
Positioning System (GPS), giving very accurate position
data (less than tens of meters down to a few meters), and
can collect optical data for months to about 1 year at present
(biofouling is the primary limiting factor). Drifter data allow
detailed examinations of optical processes on short timescales and space scales and the evaluation of decorrelation
scales of chlorophyll and physical variables [e.g., Abbott
and Letelier, 1998]. Drifter deployments can extend from
months to several years.
[40] Early floats were designed to move at predetermined depths. More recently, profiling floats (i.e., including Argo floats), using devices to cause buoyancy
changes to affect vertical movement, have provided
real-time data collected during their rise and descent
through the water column at 10-day intervals to 1500
or 2000 m depths [Roemmich et al., 2001]. The data are
telemetered via satellite after surfacing briefly at prespecified times. Some investigators are already testing and
using profiling floats adapted for optical measurements
[e.g., Perry and Rudnick, 2003]. For example, Mitchell et
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al. [2000] have instrumented a Sounding Oceanographic
Lagrangian Observer [Davis et al., 2001] profiling float
to measure the diffuse attenuation coefficient at three
wavelengths in the Sea of Japan/East Sea. Also, optical
instruments for determining POC and particulate inorganic
carbon have been used on C-Argo floats (specially
programmed to cycle 3 times per day in the upper
200 m) by Bishop et al. [2002] in a study of carbon
enhancement by dust storms in the North Pacific and in
evaluation of the effects of iron enrichment in the
Southern Ocean [Bishop et al., 2004]. Some profiling
floats are now being used to collect fluorometric and
backscatter as well as dissolved oxygen data (D. Swift
and E. Boss, personal communication, 2005). New fluorescence-based optical sensors for the measurement of
oxygen concentration have recently provided unique insight into the seasonal ‘‘breathing’’ of the upper ocean
[Körtzinger et al., 2004]. The routine deployment of
optical sensors on floats faces several obstacles. These
include the need for modification of float design to
accommodate new sensors with regard to ballast, drag,
power requirements, biofouling, data calibration and validation, and potential sampling regimen conflicts (e.g.,
diurnal versus 10-day profiling scheme).
[41] Finally, the ultrastable manned research platform
(R/P) FLIP was used for concurrent optical, meteorological, physical, and chemical time series measurements in
the North Pacific subtropical gyre (34N, 142W) in 1982
during the Optical Dynamics Experiment (ODEX) [e.g.,
Dickey et al., 1986]. Profiled optical instruments included
a spectroradiometer, beam transmissometer, fluorometer,
and PAR sensor. For ODEX, R/P FLIP was not moored
and was allowed to drift. R/P FLIP was not designed to
be a Lagrangian drifter and optimally should be moored
for Eulerian measurements. Thus ODEX measurements
were somewhat difficult to interpret, especially for timescales greater than a few days. However, relatively high
temporal (down to 15 min) and vertical spatial (1 m)
data were obtained and gave early evidence of important
optical variability at scales of less than an hour to a day
as well as results showing vertical step-like structure in
optical properties that often were well correlated with
physical variables. Future specialized experiments could
benefit from use of platforms such as R/P FLIP or large
unmanned spar buoys that bear resemblance to R/P FLIP.
Such large unmanned spar buoys are being planned for
deployment in especially harsh and/or inaccessible parts
of the world oceans (e.g., Southern Ocean).
4.5. Autonomous Underwater Vehicles and Gliders
[42] A description of the history and present and future
capabilities of AUVs is provided by Griffiths et al.
[2001] and Griffiths [2003]. Many of the AUV activities
to date have focused on engineering design and testing.
However, a number of recent programs have begun to
exploit these vehicles for scientific studies including
optical measurements [e.g., Griffiths et al., 1999; Yu et
al., 2002; Perry and Rudnick, 2003; Brown et al., 2004;
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Figure 8. (a) Satellite-derived normalized water-leaving radiance image at 443 nm from 30 October
2003 overlaid with a black line showing the 6-day (28 October to 2 November 2003), cross-shelf track of
the Slocum glider. (b) Photograph of the Slocum glider. This particular glider is equipped with sensors to
measure temperature, salinity, and optical properties. (c) Cross-shelf sections of temperature, salinity, and
particulate backscatter at 440 and 670 nm measured by the Slocum glider (track shown in Figure 8a).
Image reproduced from Glenn et al. [2004a] with permission from The Oceanography Society.
Herren et al., 2005; Moline et al., 2005] (Figure 8). This
has become possible because of the development of new
optical sensors and systems that are relatively small in
size, consume moderate power, and can be relatively
easily interfaced to AUVs [e.g., Dickey et al., 2003;
Kirkpatrick et al., 2003]. Some of the anticipated advantages of autonomous platforms include capability to
sample in environments generally inaccessible to ships
(e.g., in hurricane or typhoon conditions and under ice),
good spatial coverage and sampling over repeated sections, capability of feature-based and adaptive sampling,
and potential deployment of several vehicles from moorings, ships, offshore platforms, and coastal stations
[Glenn et al., 2000a].
[43] A special AUV, called a glider (Figure 8), has been
developed recently [Eriksen et al., 2001; Griffiths et al.,
2001; Griffiths, 2003; Davis et al., 2003; Glenn et al.,
2004a]. To our knowledge, the glider concept first appeared
in a somewhat whimsical article written by Henry Stommel.
Stommel [1989] presented a fascinating vision of a fleet of
winged, profiling ‘‘Slocum’’ floats (i.e., essentially today’s
gliders) that would be used for sampling the world ocean as
part of the ‘‘Slocum Mission.’’ The glider concept uses

variable buoyancy control, similar to floats, but has lift
surfaces (wings), a hydrodynamic shape, and trajectory
control using internal moving mass to control its horizontal
motion. With typical forward speeds of 0.25 m s1, gliders
may be used as virtual moorings or for long transects. Like
other AUVs, gliders are preprogrammed for missions, but
tracks and depths can be changed via satellite communication to modify sampling (adaptive sampling). Already,
researchers are placing optical instruments on prototype
gliders [Eriksen et al., 2001; Perry and Rudnick, 2003;
Glenn et al., 2004a; Rudnick et al., 2004].
5. OPTICAL MEASUREMENTS IN THE CONTEXT
OF OCEAN OBSERVING SYSTEMS
[44] In this section, we focus on a few research studies
that have resulted in increased understanding of physicalbio-optical interactions and biogeochemistry using optical
time series measurements in diverse oceanic regions since
the review by Dickey [1991]. One important topic is
biogeochemistry of the oceans with special concern for
the temporal and spatial variability of fluxes of carbon
and several other important elements. Optical measure-
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ments, analyses, and models are central to several biogeochemical studies (e.g., see sections 5.1 – 5.6 as well as
Dickey and Falkowski [2002, and references therein]). In
sections 5.1 – 5.6 we briefly summarize some research
advances based primarily on mooring and other observatory
results from the Arabian Sea, the eastern North Atlantic
Ocean, the equatorial Pacific Ocean, the Southern Ocean,
the North Atlantic and Pacific subtropical gyres, and finally
the inshore waters of the North Atlantic. These programs
have obtained optical and interdisciplinary data sets using a
host of platforms including ships, moorings, AUVs, gliders,
aircraft, and satellites, though not all concurrently but some
in real time. They have also been used for interdisciplinary
model development and testing and importantly serve as
prototypes for ocean observing systems.
5.1. Arabian Sea
[45] JGOFS process studies were conducted over a large
portion of the Arabian Sea during the period 1994 –1996.
Prior to the JGOFS Arabian Sea studies, little was known
about the upper ocean physical and biogeochemical
responses to seasonal monsoonal atmospheric forcing. An
array of five moorings covering a square (roughly 7 km 
7 km) [see Dickey et al., 1998b] was deployed to help
resolve spatial versus local variability near the axis of the
atmospheric Findlater Jet (when at its maximum speed) to
determine the greatest dynamic response of the upper ocean.
A mooring placed at the center of the square (15300N,
61300E) included multivariable moored systems (MVMSs)
at four depths in the upper 80 m. Each MVMS included
physical, chemical, and optical instruments: current meters,
temperature sensors, beam transmissometers to measure
particle variability, strobe fluorometers to infer chlorophyll
a concentrations, scalar irradiance sensors for PAR, upwelling radiance sensors (683 nm) for natural fluorescence, and
pulsed dissolved oxygen sensors. Sampling from the central
mooring’s optical and physical instruments was done every
few minutes and spanned the annual cycle for the period of
15 October 1994 to 20 October 1995. Observations showed
two separate mixed layer deepening and shoaling cycles per
year [Dickey et al., 1998b]. These cycles were forced by the
northeast monsoon that was characterized by steady, moderate intensity northeasterly winds (6 m s1), surface
cooling, and convection; the southwest monsoon featured
stronger, persistent southwesterly winds with greater intensity (up to 15 m s1). The northeast monsoon produced
mixed layers (110 m depth) that were deeper than those
produced by the southwest monsoon (80 m depth) because of convective forcing. The optical data sets and
models showed that chlorophyll a concentrations and primary production correlated well with the seasonal physical
cycle (i.e., the monsoons). Mesoscale eddies also played an
important role in the evolution of the horizontal distributions of chlorophyll a. A sediment trap mooring array with
serial samplers at depths of 800, 2200, and 3500 km was
located approximately 50 km north of the central mooring
site [Honjo et al., 1999]. The combined optical time series
of derived primary production and sediment trap data
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showed that the timing and amplitudes of phytoplankton
blooms, often short-lived but intense, were well correlated
and associated with seasonal stratification and eddies. The
bio-optical and other complementary observations demonstrated the importance of short-term primary productivity
events (days to weeks) and consequent export of organic
carbon to the deep ocean in the Arabian Sea, providing an
excellent example of physical-biogeochemical-optical interactions. Only with high temporal resolution sampling could
the mesoscale events have been captured, while measurements over the annual cycle were required to observe the
two-monsoon sequence. The array of five moorings and
complementary ship-based towed bio-optical data allowed
unique views of local versus advective processes.
5.2. North Atlantic Bloom Experiment/Marine Light
in the Mixed Layer Experiment
[46] The JGOFS North Atlantic Bloom Experiment
(NABE) was conducted in 1989 with a central objective
of studying the spring phytoplankton bloom, one of the
largest biological signals on Earth, and its associated
biogeochemical effects in the North Atlantic (see ‘‘North
Atlantic Bloom Experiment,’’ in Deep-Sea Research, Part
II, 40, 1993). The nearly coincident Office of Naval
Research Marine Light in the Mixed Layer study (MLML)
[Dickey et al., 1994] was devoted to improved understanding of upper ocean optical variability and bioluminescence
as affected by physical forcing at a high-latitude site
(mooring location was south of Iceland at 59N, 21W,
near Ocean Weather Station ‘‘I’’). One of the methodological innovations of the NABE/MLML studies was the use of
diverse sampling platforms including ships, airborne lidar
systems, drifting sediment traps, a satellite altimeter, and an
interdisciplinary mooring similar to the one used in the
Arabian Sea as described in section 5.1. MLML mooringbased studies spanned the periods of April –June 1989 and
May– September 1991 and utilized MVMSs (described in
section 5.1) to obtain high temporal resolution interdisciplinary data in 1989 [Dickey et al., 1994].
[47] Using NABE data sets, mesoscale eddies and mixed
layer variability were found to be important for the phytoplankton blooms and ecosystem dynamics [Dickey et al.,
1994]. NABE results demonstrated that CO2 variability was
closely linked to the dynamics of the spring bloom. The
MLML mooring observations captured the abrupt onset of a
transient phytoplankton bloom, associated with modest
near-surface stratification, prior to the major springtime
shoaling of the mixed layer (ascending from 550 to
50 m within 5 days) and the seasonal spring bloom.
Furthermore, an increase of near-surface temperature of
0.2C was associated with the phytoplankton increase
(biological modulation of the penetrative component of
solar radiation), an effect suggested by bio-optical modeling
studies but apparently previously unobserved because of
past sampling limitations. This result is important as it
demonstrated that both observational and modeling studies
are necessary to resolve timescales of less than 1 day.
Finally, P-3 aircraft overflight lidar observations were used
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to place the mooring time series data in context and to
provide information concerning horizontal scales of optical
variability, namely, of chlorophyll a on the order of 30 km
[Dickey et al., 1994]. MLML provided a new view of rapid
shoaling of the seasonal thermocline and incipient phytoplankton blooms in a region of great importance for global
climate change. The rapid sampling from a mooring coupled with aircraft lidar observations enabled measurement
of transient vertical restratification and bloom formation
where mesoscale features are common.
5.3. Equatorial Pacific
[48] The JGOFS equatorial Pacific process study (see
‘‘Equatorial Pacific,’’ in Deep-Sea Research, Part II,
42(2 – 3), 1995; ‘‘Equatorial Pacific II,’’ in Deep-Sea
Research, Part II, 43(4– 6), 1996; and ‘‘Equatorial Pacific
III,’’ in Deep-Sea Research, Part II, 44(9 – 10), 1997)
took place in the early 1990s, primarily in the central and
eastern Pacific from 95W to 170W and between 10N
and 10S. The equatorial Pacific is considered to be
especially important because of its variety of physical
processes, in particular because of El Niño – Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) with its local [e.g., Foley et al.,
1997; Chavez et al., 1999], basin-scale [McPhaden,
1999; Turk et al., 2001], and global effects [e.g.,
McPhaden, 1999]. It also plays an important role in the
global carbon cycle, apparently supplying about 1 gt of
carbon (as CO2) to the atmosphere because of upwelling
of carbon-rich deep water and between 18 and 56% of
the global ocean net carbon export to the deep sea
[Barber and Chavez, 1983]. It is also a high nutrient –
low chlorophyll (HNLC) region, and several reports
suggest that the micronutrient iron exerts an important
control on primary production in the equatorial Pacific
[Coale et al., 1996a, 1996b]. The physical dynamics of
the equatorial Pacific have become increasingly well
understood over the past 2 decades in large part because
of the measurements made from an extensive mooring
array (Tropical Atmosphere Ocean project/Triangle TransOcean Buoy Network (TAO/TRITON) array, see http://
www.pmel.noaa.gov/tao/). During an 18-month period in
1992 and 1993, MVMSs (described in section 5.1) were
deployed from the TAO physical mooring at 0, 140W
[Foley et al., 1997]. This sampling period spanned both
El Niño and ‘‘normal’’ conditions. During El Niño the
mixed layer, the thermocline, and a very weak equatorial
undercurrent (EUC) were very deep (at times in excess of
150 m), and Kelvin waves (60-day period) propagated
eastward past the site with associated depressions of the
thermocline. Light levels were high as is typical, and
relatively high concentrations of nutrients (likely including iron) were deep. As a result, measured chlorophyll a
concentrations in the upper layer were low (less than
0.2 mg m3). As ‘‘normal conditions’’ returned, the
thermocline and the strong EUC shoaled allowing for
the transport of nutrients into the euphotic layer. Importantly, westward propagating tropical instability waves
(TIWs) (with periods of 20– 30 days) also contributed
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to large vertical upwelling cycles. TIWs were evident in
the meridional current records and manifest in the chlorophyll a time series with values doubling and at times
tripling those observed during the El Niño period. Importantly, strong, though highly complex, coupling was
documented between the physical processes (El Niño,
Kelvin waves, and TIWs) and the phytoplankton biomass
and primary production rates (here roughly proportional
to chlorophyll a) of the equatorial Pacific. Optical
drifters, released at the 0, 140W mooring site, provided
spatial data enabling estimates of net phytoplankton
growth rates [Foley et al., 1997; Landry et al., 1997].
Yoder et al. [1996] provided additional satellite and
aircraft ocean color observations of physical and biooptical variability associated with TIWs. The passages
of the TIWs have been interpreted as ‘‘natural iron
enrichment experiments.’’ The micronutrient iron is considered to be a critical regulator of the productive phase
of phytoplankton in the eastern equatorial Pacific [e.g.,
Martin et al., 1994; Coale et al., 1996a, 1996b]. The
collective work of Foley et al. [1997], Gordon et al.
[1997], Landry et al. [1997], Strutton et al. [2001], Ryan et al.
[2002], and M. Vichi et al. (The combined effect of tropical
instability waves and continental iron supply on phytoplankton of the equatorial Pacific, manuscript in preparation, 2006,
hereinafter referred to as Vichi et al., manuscript in preparation, 2006) has pointed to iron-rich waters of the EUC as
being a major cause of high phytoplankton production in the
central and eastern equatorial Pacific. TIWs have the effect of
periodically (20- to 30-day period) bringing iron-rich waters
from depth (alternating divergence (upwelling) and convergence (downwelling) pattern [e.g., Flament et al., 1996]) into
the euphotic layer where primary production can be
enhanced.
[49] Sampling of the equatorial Pacific is a major challenge because of its size and its tremendous range in
variability in physical, biological, and biogeochemical variables. However, with ships, moorings, satellites, and aircraft, interdisciplinary processes ranging from day-scale
rain events and wind bursts to tropical instability waves,
to Kelvin waves, to Rossby waves, to ENSO are better
understood and modeled [e.g., Turk et al., 2001; Friedrichs
and Hofmann, 2001; Vichi et al., manuscript in preparation,
2006]. Measurements of bio-optical and chemical variability from TAO moorings are being made at present by
Chavez et al. [1999].
5.4. Southern Ocean
[50] The Southern Ocean is thought to be one of the most
important and sensitive oceanic regions in regard to the
carbon budget and global climate in general. The Southern
Ocean was targeted for study by JGOFS because it is
hypothesized to be an ocean region of globally significant
carbon fluxes, yet it remains a region about which the factors
regulating carbon fluxes are less well known (data sparse)
than is the case for more readily accessible ocean regions.
[51] The SeaWiFS ocean color imager was available for
the first time during JGOFS for its Southern Ocean study.
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Abbott et al. [2000] deployed a high spatial resolution array
of 12 moorings (diamond-shaped array with mooring spacings of 30 km) equipped with physical and optical sensors
in the Antarctic Polar Front Zone from November 1997
through March 1998. This array was designed to sample
migrating frontal and mesoscale features as well as temporal
variability on timescales of hours to months. These particular moorings differed from previously described moorings
in that they used a subsurface design (no surface expression), they were relatively lightweight and more easily
deployed and recovered under adverse sea states, and they
utilized fewer sensors. The mooring array captured a strong
spring bloom beginning in December 1997. The time series,
complemented with ship-based data sets, suggested that
phytoplankton populations were initially light-limited
(caused by deep mixing), then nutrient (silicate) or grazing-limited (by zooplankton), and finally iron-limited. Interestingly, the spring bloom lasted only a few weeks. An
important sampling strategy for this experiment was to
utilize drifting as well as moored arrays. The drifters were
key to characterizing the Antarctic Polar Front and its
meanders [Abbott et al., 2000]. Thus the advantages of both
Eulerian and Lagrangian sampling methodologies were
realized. Clearly, both temporal and spatial scales were
small for this region (note Rossby radii are 8 – 20 km),
thus reinforcing the validity of the experimental design.
Profiling Lagrangian floats with active transmissometers
have been deployed as well to resolve particulate organic
carbon dynamics in this key region [Bishop et al., 2004].
[52] Finally, it is worth noting that bio-optical measurements have been done as part of a Long-Term Ecological
Research (LTER) program being conducted off Palmer
Station in Antarctica (on Anyers Island west of the Antarctic Peninsula at 64.7S, 64.0W) [e.g., Dierssen and Smith,
2000; Smith et al., 2001]. The Palmer site is well situated
for studies of abrupt climate change and unique ecosystem
dynamics involved in annual advances and retreats of sea
ice. As part of the Antarctic LTER, Dierssen et al. [2000]
showed that for Antarctic coastal waters, chlorophyll concentrations are tightly coupled with primary production.
Unfortunately, in situ measurements are limited in this
extreme environment. Therefore proper chlorophyll retrievals from ocean color satellite data are necessary for synoptic
understanding of the abundance and distribution of phytoplankton; also, primary productivity models can be developed to better understand carbon cycling, climate change,
and ecosystem variability [Greenland et al., 2003].
5.5. Bermuda and Hawaii Time Series Studies
[53] Important interdisciplinary processes with timescales
ranging from minutes to decades and longer can now be
studied in the open ocean using autonomous moored
instrumentation as demonstrated by results already obtained
from the Bermuda Testbed Mooring (BTM) (1994 to
present) and Hawaii Air-sea Logging Experiment, A
Long-term Oligotrophic Habitat Assessment (HALEALOHA) (H-A) mooring (1997– 2000 and 2004 to present),
which are essentially colocated with the Bermuda Atlantic
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Time-series (BATS) and Hawaii Ocean Time-series sites
(HOT) (also National Science Foundation sponsored programs), which are located in the oligotophic ocean gyres of
the North Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans, respectively.
The BTM and H-A moorings complement the ship-based
BATS and HOT programs as well as other projects such as
the Ocean Flux Program (OFP) and Hydrostation S
Program and have been valuable for detecting and observing processes that cannot be captured with ship- or
satellite-based sampling. The two programs are part of
OceanSITES (see Table 2), an international project
designed to obtain interdisciplinary time series from representative oceanic locations.
[54] Science problems of common interest for the Bermuda and Hawaii time series programs include the following: upper ocean dynamics and thermodynamics; periodic
physical cycles (e.g., diurnal, tidal, and seasonal); interannual (ENSO) and decadal (North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO) and Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO)) oscillations;
episodic and sometimes extreme events such as hurricanes,
dust deposition and phytoplankton blooms, tsunamis, and
eddies and their influences upon air-sea interaction; ocean
productivity and carbon fluxes on all timescales; biogeochemical cycling; carbon sequestration; ecology; biodiversity; and global climate change affecting ocean physics,
biology, and biogeochemistry and weather patterns. The
BTM/BATS and H-A/HOT sites are scientifically interesting and have unique aspects and drivers (see comparative
reviews by Karl et al. [2001a, 2001b, 2003]). For example,
(1) the Bermuda site is likely more affected by the NAO and
Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation, whereas the Hawaii site
is influenced by ENSO and PDO; (2) there is more seasonal
variability in plankton blooms off Bermuda than off Hawaii;
and (3) patterns of mesoscale eddies appear to be more
energetic off Bermuda. Interestingly, dissolved inorganic
carbon is increasing in the water column at both locations.
Several of the key scientific objectives for the BTM and
H-A mooring programs are the same [e.g., see Dickey et al.,
2001a, 2001b].
[55] The BTM and H-A mooring programs are presently
being used to obtain core measurements including meteorological, optical, physical, biogeochemical, and ecological
data sets as well as to develop and test a broad variety of
prototype instrumentation. Several different in situ and
satellite data telemetry systems have been tested as well
during these programs. The BTM and H-A mooring data
sets have also been used for scientific research, for validation of satellite-based ocean color measurements, and for
interdisciplinary numerical models. In addition, both moorings have acted as magnets for research and development of
ocean sampling technologies. In sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.2 we
separately describe the Bermuda and Hawaii time series
programs and highlight some of the results obtained to date.
In section 5.5.3, future visions of sampling at the two time
series sites are discussed.
5.5.1. Bermuda
[56] Deep waters off Bermuda have long been used for
scientific research, including William Beebe’s and Otis
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Barton’s famous bathysphere dives in the 1930s [Beebe,
1934] (see http://members.aol.com/chines6930/mw1/
sphere.htm). Observations at hydrostation S, located near
Bermuda and initiated in 1954 by Henry Stommel, remain
some of the longest continuous open ocean physical oceanographic records [e.g., Joyce and Robbins, 1996]. In 1978,
deep-ocean sediment trap particle collection was begun
about 75 km southeast of Bermuda (depth of 4500 m)
by Werner Deuser and continues to the present (OFP [e.g.,
Conte et al., 2001]). The BATS program [see Steinberg et
al., 2001], established as part of the U.S. JGOFS program,
was begun in 1988 by Tony Knap with multidisciplinary
ship-based sampling near the sediment trap mooring site (at
31400N, 64100W, 80 km southeast of Bermuda). The
encompassing objective of BATS is to characterize, quantify, and understand processes that control ocean biogeochemistry, especially carbon, on seasonal to decadal
timescales. BATS ship sampling is done monthly and every
2 weeks during the springtime. Ship-based optical profiles
(sampling in concert with BATS) and remotely sensed
ocean color data have been obtained at the BATS site since
1992 by the Bermuda Bio-Optics Program (BBOP) [e.g.,
Siegel and Michaels, 1996; Siegel et al., 2001]. One of the
major accomplishments of the BBOP activity has been to
demonstrate the importance of colored dissolved and detrital
material for biogeochemistry and remote sensing of chlorophyll in the open ocean [e.g., Siegel and Michaels, 1996].
[57] The BTM [Dickey et al., 1998a, 2001] began in 1994
near the BATS site (31430N, 64100W) in order to collect
high-frequency data for studies and models of upper ocean
biogeochemistry and physics, to develop and test new
multidisciplinary sensors and systems, and to provide validation data for satellite ocean color imagers including
SeaWiFS. BTM measurements were an important addition
as processes with timescales of less than a few weeks (e.g.,
eddies, wind events, dust events, and transient blooms)
cannot be resolved with monthly or biweekly shipboard
observations and are aliased. Other platforms used at the
BTM/BATS/OFP sites have included drifters, profiling
floats, moored profilers, an AUV [Griffiths et al., 2001],
and satellites for sea surface temperature, color, wind
vectors, and altimetry. Atmospheric sampling of dust and
aerosols is done on the island of Bermuda [e.g., Michaels
and Knap, 1996; Conte et al., 2001], and a ship-ofopportunity program is conducted between Bermuda and
the east coast of the United States [Rossby, 2001]. In fact,
most of the platforms described in section 4 have been
deployed off Bermuda, though not all simultaneously. Thus
the multiplatform approach for obtaining four-dimensional
data sets has been shown to be quite feasible.
[58] Autonomous sampling is clearly one of the major
strategies for global optical measurements. The BTM program has tested and utilized a broad range of autonomous
sampling sensors and systems. These include new measurements of pCO2, dissolved oxygen, nitrate, trace elements
(e.g., iron and lead), several spectral AOPs and IOPs, 14C
for primary production, and currents [Dickey et al., 1998a,
2001]. The optical systems (placed on the surface buoy and
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at multiple depths) are used to determine relevant remote
sensing parameters such as remote sensing reflectance at
wavelengths coincident with those of SeaWiFS [e.g., Dickey
et al., 2001] (Figure 3). Time series data collected from the
mooring can be intercompared, intercalibrated, validated,
and interpreted using comprehensive SeaWiFS and shipboard data sets obtained during monthly or biweekly cruises
as part of the BATS and BBOP programs as well as other
related mooring and remote sensing programs.
[59] New discoveries and results have been obtained off
Bermuda by utilizing optical, biogeochemical, and physical
data obtained from the BTM, satellite sensors, and ships.
For example, data collected during the passages of eddies
have been used to estimate the role of such features on new
production and carbon flux to the deep ocean [McGillicuddy
et al., 1998; McNeil et al., 1999; Dickey et al., 2001; Conte
et al., 2003]. One of the features contained the greatest
values of chlorophyll observed during more than a decade
of observations at the site. The high chlorophyll concentrations were at depth and unobservable with satellite ocean
color imagers. This feature also displayed near-inertial
oscillations in beam c and chlorophyll fluorescence. Recent
work by Conte et al. [2003] has also shown the influence of
mesoscale features on primary production and their relation
with deep ocean sediment flux events (OFP sediment trap
data). As another example the dynamics of the upper ocean
at the BTM site have been observed during passages of
hurricanes (e.g., Hurricane Felix in 1995 [Dickey et al.,
1998c] and Hurricane Fabian in 2003) and other intense
storms. Optical properties reflected the deepening of the
mixed layer in the wake of Hurricane Felix in 1995. The
hurricane observations are unique and are enabling development and testing of models [Zedler et al., 2002]. Ongoing
research is being devoted to elevated CDOM [e.g., Hoge
and Lyon, 2002, and references therein] and the generation
of phytoplankton blooms in the wakes of hurricanes in the
Sargasso Sea region [e.g., Babin et al., 2004]. The effects of
solar elevation, time of day, and Raman inelastic scattering
on AOPs have been examined using the BTM data sets
[Stramska and Frye, 1997; Zheng et al., 2002]. Finally, it
should be noted that the collective data sets provided by the
BTM, BATS, OFP, BBOP, and related programs are being
used by many numerical modelers, who utilize the measurements to develop and test models designed to simulate
physical and biogeochemical processes (e.g., primary production, carbon flux, etc.).
5.5.2. Hawaii
[60] The HOT program was also initiated in 1988 [e.g.,
Karl et al., 2001a, 2001b] by David Karl and Roger Lukas
and parallels the BATS program, with both serving as key
components of the JGOFS program and continuing after the
official closure of JGOFS. Many of the measurements and
scientific objectives are common to the HOT and BATS
programs. Early on, it was recognized that high-frequency
measurements from a moored platform were needed to
complement the regular ship-based sampling of the HOT
program because of large-amplitude internal tides, episodic
wind events, and mesoscale eddy passages. Thus, in 1996, a
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full ocean depth mooring (the H-A mooring, 22460N,
158060W) was deployed near the HOT program station
ALOHA (22.75N, 158W). The mooring initially included
meteorological, physical, optical, and chemical sensors.
Additional instrumentation, including two water samplers,
current meters, temperature-conductivity sensors, and a
cellular phone for daily data transmission, was added later.
The data collected by the H-A mooring have been critical
for the detection and understanding of the mesoscale
processes that have been hypothesized to be the dominant
cause of biogeochemical variability in this subtropical gyre
habitat [Letelier et al., 2000]. The H-A mooring program
was driven primarily by science issues similar to those
described in section 5.5.1 for the BTM in the Atlantic;
however, it has also served well as an ocean technology test
bed mooring similar to the BTM.
[61] There are several scientific problems that have been
attacked using the HOT and H-A mooring programs with
optical measurements playing key roles. A few examples
follow. To date, it has not been possible to reconcile
measured fluxes of particulate nitrogen from the euphotic
zone with the estimated upward transport of nitrate from
below. This suggests that current understanding of biogeochemical cycles is inadequate. Further, time series observations raise questions regarding the magnitude of
photoautotrophic production and net autotrophic/net heterotrophic balance in the open sea (D. Karl, personal communication, 2003). The export of organic matter from the
euphotic zone requires a temporal and spatial (vertical)
uncoupling between photosynthesis and respiration. In
regions of the open ocean, such as the North Pacific
subtropical gyre, there appear to be tight linkages between
primary productivity and community respiration in the
euphotic zone. It is suggested that mesoscale physical
events may be key processes that enhance the transfer of
organic matter and energy to the disphotic zone. Observed
changes in the physiological state of algae as well as in the
community structure are responses to environmental
changes producing ‘‘nonequilibrium’’ conditions. However,
non-steady-state or ‘‘nonequilibrium’’ conditions can be
evaluated only relative to the time required for the biological unit studied to respond to the perturbation [Abbott and
Letelier, 1998]. Thus short-term events, such as eddy or
Rossby wave passages, may modify the physiological state
of phytoplankton without an apparent effect on the community as a whole.
[62] Additionally, there are indications of significant
decade-scale variations in ecosystem processes [e.g., Karl,
1999]. These longer-term processes cannot be detected
without sustained time series data sets. Interestingly, it
remains unknown whether long-term changes in the frequency of mesoscale events may affect long-term changes
in ecosystem structure. It is thus necessary to obtain data
over short as well as long timescales. The H-A mooring
program satisfies this important need. Studies by Letelier et
al. [2000] and Sakamoto et al. [2004], who utilized H-A
optical and nutrient time series data, exemplify the power of
high-resolution bio-optical time series observations as com-
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plements to the HOT ship-based measurement program.
Using data collected from the H-A mooring, both studies
have emphasized the importance of mesoscale eddy passages for explaining biogeochemical variability. Additionally, Sakamoto et al. [2004], who utilized satellite data sets
as well, have noted that Rossby waves likely play major
roles (Figure 9). In particular, they suggest that Rossby
wave effects need to be incorporated into models of carbon
uptake and export from the euphotic zone and that longterm, high-frequency sampling from moorings will be
needed for model validation.
5.5.3. Future Time Series Studies Off Bermuda and
Hawaii
[63] It is anticipated that time series programs such as
those off Bermuda and Hawaii will capitalize on emerging
multidisciplinary sensors that will be capable of sampling a
highly diverse set of optical, biological, and chemical
variables. These sensors will likely have greater spectral
resolution (i.e., hyperspectral optics as discussed in section
3.1), be smaller, require less power, have greater data storage
and transmission capabilities, and cost less. Importantly,
many will be deployable from AUVs and gliders. Already,
some AUVs and gliders equipped with optical and chemical
sensors have made measurements in the regions of the BTM
and H-A moorings [e.g., Griffiths et al., 1999; C. Eriksen et
al., personal communication, 2005). In particular, the
Autosub AUV operated near the BTM site as a demonstration, and more recently, the Seaglider [Eriksen et al., 2001]
has been sampling following a ‘‘bow tie’’ pattern inside a
50 km  50 km box centered on the H-A site for the past
several months. Slocum gliders have also been deployed off
Bermuda within the past year (S. Glenn and O. Schofield,
personal communication, 2005). These measurements provide horizontal spatial context for the single-point mooring
observations and allow for better sampling of eddies and
fronts that pass the sites. Further, it is clear that threedimensional spatial data are needed to make further advances
in understanding and modeling these oligotrophic gyre sites.
[64] Satellite sea truthing has been demonstrated to be
feasible using the BTM (Figure 3) [Dickey et al., 2001a,
2001b; V. Kuwahara et al., Bio-optical measurements for
the validation and calibration of ocean color satellites using
moored platforms of opportunity, manuscript in preparation,
2006]. Thus it is anticipated that the H-A and other OceanSITES moorings have the potential for necessary satellite
calibration and validation. Data telemetry has been accomplished at low bandwidth for both sites; however, new
communication technologies (e.g., Iridium satellite system)
should enable collection of data from sensors and systems
requiring higher bandwidth. It is possible that fiber-optic
and electromagnetic cables may be used to provide significant power and bandwidth to one or both of these moorings
in the future. Therefore data collected using advanced
instrumentation (e.g., mass spectrometers, flow cytometers,
multifrequency acoustics, and hyperspectral passive and
active optical systems) could be provided in (near) real
time. Finally, the Bermuda and Hawaii time series observational programs afford the oceanographic community the
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Figure 9. (a and b) Time series of TOPEX/Poseidon sea surface height (T/P SSH) anomaly (negative
anomaly, ‘‘up’’; positive anomaly, ‘‘down’’) and temperature at two different depths, nitrate concentration
at 180 m, and chlorophyll concentration (and chlorophyll fluorescence efficiency (CFE) dashed line in
Figure 9a) collected with the HALE-ALOHA mooring off Hawaii. Symbols denote shipboard discrete
measurements. These time series show passages of mesoscale eddies and Rossby waves [Sakamoto et al.,
2004]. Figures 9a and 9b are from Sakamoto et al. [2004]. (c) Photograph of the HALE-ALOHA buoy, as
currently deployed. (d) Photograph of a newly developed chemical sensor, the In Situ Ultraviolet
Spectrophotometer (ISUS).
opportunity to learn to synthesize and model data sets
derived from diverse platform types and to make these
available to agencies for operational oceanographic utilization and to the general public as part of education and
outreach activities.
5.6. Coastal Ocean Observatories
[65] Coastal ocean observatories are playing an increasingly important role in the monitoring and forecasting of
coastal ocean dynamics on a global basis [e.g., Malone and
Cole, 2000]. Optical observations play an important role in
such observatories, as they provide a nearly noninvasive
means to diagnosis components of biogeochemical variability in these waters. We focus here on three such systems: a
large-scale integrated ‘‘system of systems’’ (Long-term
Ecological Observatory site (LEO-15)), a networked system
of buoys (Marine Environmental Prediction System
(MEPS)), and a heavily instrumented coastal cabled observatory (Bonne Bay).
5.6.1. New Jersey Shelf (LEO-15)
[66] The Hyperspectral Coastal Ocean Dynamics Experiment (HyCODE) field studies provide the current state of
the art with respect to optical observations of the coastal
zone; they were conducted at three locations: New Jersey
shelf at LEO-15, west Florida shelf as part of the Ecology
and Oceanography of Harmful Algal Blooms program [see

Weisberg et al., 2004], and Lee Stocking Island in the
Bahamas as part of the Coastal Benthic Optical Properties
program (CoBOP) [Mazel, 2001] (see special issue ‘‘Light
in Shallow Waters,’’ in Limnology and Oceanography,
48(2), 2003). HyCODE was designed to utilize remotely
sensed hyperspectral, high spatial resolution imagery to
improve understanding of the diverse processes controlling
IOPs and AOPs in the coastal ocean. Hyperspectral optical
measurements are vital for coastal waters because of the
optical complexity associated with their particles and dissolved matter, which are under terrestrial and ocean bottom
influence (see review by Chang et al. [2004]). The HyCODE
program goals also included the development of operational
ocean color algorithms and radiative transfer models in both
the optically shallow ocean (i.e., where the signal detected by
the satellite sensor is affected by the seafloor) and the
optically deep ocean (i.e., where the signal detected by the
satellite sensor is not directly affected by the seafloor). Some
other program objectives included understanding of water
column visibility; establishing relationships among optical
properties and physical, biological, geological, and chemical
processes; developing optical measurement and modeling
methods for coastal benthic environments; retrieval of ocean
bathymetry; and characterization of ocean bottom materials
using hyperspectral remote sensing optical data (see the
special issue ‘‘Coastal Ocean Optics and Dynamics’’ in
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Oceanography, 17(2), 2004). All of these aspects have
implications for improving our understanding of the coastal
ocean environment and operational oceanography [Glenn et
al., 2004a]. Here we focus on the New Jersey Shelf field
program; readers are directed to Weisberg et al. [2004] for a
review of the west Florida shelf HyCODE field experiment
and the special issue ‘‘Light in Shallow Waters’’ in Limnology
and Oceanography (48(2), 2003) for a review of the Lee
Stocking Island, Bahamas, field program.
[67] The LEO-15 site has been one of the most heavily
instrumented areas of the world’s coastal oceans (Figure 5).
The first cabled LEO-15 observatory (established in 1996)
was a vision of Fred Grassle and Chris von Alt and was
brought into prominence by Scott Glenn and Oscar Schofield and colleagues. This pioneering observatory has served
the scientific community well for almost a decade. A cabled
node has provided power to a variety of sensors and near-toreal-time bidirectional communication between the sensors
and shore networks [Glenn et al., 2000a, 2000b, 2004a,
2004b]. Additionally, instruments have been deployed from
several types of platforms at this location including coastal
meteorological towers, coastally based and mooring-based
high-frequency radars (for surface currents), ships, moorings, tripods, profiling nodes for physics and optics, AUVs,
gliders, and aircraft-borne and spaceborne sensors
(Figure 5). Many of these provide near real-time data
through telemetry or direct link to shore via fiber-optic
cables. The collective HyCODE data are utilized in atmospheric, physical, and optical oceanographic predictive
models to allow adaptive sampling of transient events such
as phytoplankton blooms including red tides, coastal eddies,
jets, fronts, etc. [Glenn et al., 2004a, 2004b].
[68] Autonomous measurements during HyCODE have
included IOPs (a(l), c(l), b(l), bb(l), and VSF)), AOPs
(PAR, hyperspectral Lu(l), hyperspectral Ed(l), and Kd(l)),
particle sizes and settling velocity, chlorophyll fluorescence,
dissolved oxygen, surface and water column current speed
and direction, temperature, salinity, and meteorological
parameters. Biological and chemical analyses (primary
productivity, nutrients, etc.) were conducted on ship-based
samples. Several of the optical instruments used are newly
developed for hyperspectral capabilities: a 100-wavelength
ac meter, radiance and irradiance sensors with 3.3-nm
spectral sampling interval between 350 and 800 nm, and
airborne hyperspectral imaging spectrometers (PHILLS,
400 – 1000 nm, 1.2-nm resolution [Davis et al., 2002])
(see Figure 7).
[69] Ocean processes observed on the New Jersey shelf
have included internal solitary waves, upwelling, upwelling
fronts, jets, meanders, filaments, eddies, estuarine flows, and
storms [e.g., Chang et al., 2002; Moline et al., 2004; Glenn et
al., 2004a, 2004b; Schofield et al., 2004b; Oliver et al.,
2004a]. Some of these have both surface and subsurface
manifestations. For example, persistent water mass/turbidity
fronts have separated lower-salinity, more turbid nearshore
waters from more saline, relatively clear waters offshore
[Chang et al., 2002; Schofield et al., 2004a]. In July and
August 2000, offshore, total absorption was dominated by
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phytoplankton and CDOM, with each accounting for roughly
50% of all absorbing materials (440 nm). On the other hand,
nearshore absorption was mainly influenced by particles
(70% of absorbing material) compared to CDOM
(30%). A nearshore jet was observed between 22 and
25 July 2000. It was a fast, southward moving, low-temperature, high-salinity, low-particulate/biomass water mass,
which extended about 5 – 10 km offshore and was between
water depths of 8 and 15 m. The effects of this jet could be
seen in both nearshore and offshore optical variability. Noticeable increases in offshore chlorophyll a and spectral
absorption and attenuation occurred between 22 and 25 July
2000 because of advection of higher biomass nearshore
waters to the offshore region by the coastal jet [Chang et
al., 2002].
[70] HyCODE investigators have shown that optical
proxies can be utilized to detect and characterize many of
these physical features, which can be important for movement of nutrients, pollutants, and particulates and thus
primary production and the carbon cycle.
[71] Glenn et al. [2004b], Moline et al. [2004], and Oliver
et al. [2004b] have investigated the relationships between
physical forcing and biogeochemistry at the LEO-15 site.
Results show that seasonal upwelling and downwelling
cycles are influenced by the wind-forcing history that
affects the inner side of the Middle Atlantic Cold Pool,
precipitation history and the strength of the Hudson River
plume, and the mixing storm frequency [Glenn et al.,
2004b]. In turn, upwelling and downwelling greatly affect
bulk phytoplankton biomass and community structure
[Moline et al., 2004] and thus particulate organic carbon
production and export. An interesting cross-shelf sampling
section is illustrated in Figure 8. Figure 8 shows Slocum
glider temperature, salinity, and backscatter (440 and
670 nm) data collected in the fall of 2003 off the New
Jersey coast. Viewing the data from shore to offshore,
temperature is relatively uniform until the base of a shelfslope front is met; highest-salinity waters occur toward the
middle of the water column at the outer edge of the shelf;
heavy particle loading is evident nearshore (also in fresher
near-coastal waters); offshore, particle loading is significantly reduced as would be expected. High backscatter
signals are apparent at both 440 and 670 nm at about
74W and suggest high particle loading extending from
the bottom to the surface. Glenn et al. [2004b] put forward
two hypotheses to explain these curious features: (1) local
sediment resuspension and nepheloid layers and (2) enhanced Langmuir cells such as those reported by Gargett et
al. [2004]. Additionally, models, using optical properties,
were developed during HyCODE to estimate primary productivity rates [Oliver et al., 2004b], and Moline et al.
[2004] showed the utility of phytoplankton absorption
variability for characterizing community structure.
[72] Given the complexity of data collected during
HyCODE, which is rather common to coastal environments
globally, it is clear why both remote and in situ sensors are
required to establish four-dimensional characterizations of
the physical, biological, chemical, and geological dynamics
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(e.g., submarine geomorphology) on multiple timescales. It
is unlikely, for example, that above-water remote sensors
could detect the presence or establish the effects of the deep,
relatively clear coastal jet, which was determined to be one
of the controlling factors of optical properties at the LEO-15
site during summer 2000. Further, SeaWiFS ocean color
data were not useful during most of the time period of
intensive sampling for the summer 2000 HyCODE field
experiment because of overcast conditions. The need for
high spatial as well as hyperspectral ocean color measurements in the coastal zone is outlined by Bissett et al. [2004].
[73] Regional algorithms have been developed to retrieve
chlorophyll a, CDOM, and other optical properties from
remotely sensed data for various areas of the coastal ocean
including those described in section 3.3 [e.g., Gould and
Arnone, 1998]. However, these algorithms have not yet
been rigorously tested for the HyCODE sites because of the
limited set of concurrent remotely sensed and in-water data.
A goal of future coastal experiments is to collect a much
larger set of simultaneous airborne hyperspectral imaging
spectrometer, satellite color imager, and in situ data for this
purpose. Some hyperspectral (a few nanometers resolution)
color satellites with spatial resolutions on the order of tens
of meters are being planned for coastal observations [Davis
et al., 2001]. The sampling methods utilized during the
HyCODE field experiments provide a template for future
interdisciplinary nearshore and coastal ocean programs,
which can exploit the rich informational content of new
high spectral and spatial resolution optical observations.
[74] HyCODE has provided a new view of the coastal
oceans using hyperspectral optical tools and data assimilation modeling for adaptive sampling and prediction. It has
also served as a test bed for coastal operational oceanography [Glenn et al., 2004a], though its primary purpose
concerned advances of ocean science and technology.
Importantly, new ideas concerning optical water classification [Arnone et al., 2004; Mobley et al., 2004; Oliver et al.,
2004a], proxies to quantify phytoplankton production
[Moline et al., 2004; Oliver et al., 2004b], and, more
generally, approaches for future studies of optical and interdisciplinary coastal oceanography emerged from the
HyCODE program. A summary of HyCODE results is
provided by Dickey [2004], and more details and results are
given by Chang et al. [2002], Boss et al. [2004b], Schofield et
al. [2004b], and in the special issue ‘‘Coastal Ocean Optics
and Dynamics’’ (Oceanography, 17(2), 2004).
5.6.2. Marine Environmental Prediction System:
Lunenburg Bay, Nova Scotia, Canada
[75] MEPS consists of a network of instrumented nodes
stationed throughout Lunenburg Bay, Nova Scotia, Canada
(see http://www.cmep.ca/bay); it has been in continuous
operation for 3 years (Figure 10). Each mooring has a full
suite of meteorological, oceanographic, acoustical and hyperspectral optical sensors, which collect and provide data in
near to real time to an access and visualization system.
Currently, 17 different sensors are deployed from each
platform, with the ability to add virtually any type of
oceanographic sensor on spare guest ports. Each buoy
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platform provides system power and a primary data collection point in addition to supporting a meteorological station
for wind measurements and a conductivity/temperature chain
for water structure characterization. A surface tracking
hyperspectral optical package provides high-quality optical
data away from the shadow of the main buoy (Figure 10).
Both surface optical sensors and a chain of sensors throughout the 15-m water column are integrated onto this component. An acoustics module (acoustic Doppler current profiler
and acoustic Doppler velocimeter for currents) sits 30 m
away from the main mooring and is located on the sea bottom
to measure bottom boundary layer stress unaffected by the
main mooring. The state-of-the-art observatory transmits
data to a shore-based network via wireless broadband Ethernet. Real-time data are utilized in several large-scale and bayscale models for forecasting shelf circulation, sea level, ocean
waves, and atmospheric conditions. In particular, the buoy
observations and models are being used to address the degree
of coupling between these coastal marine inlets and the larger
continental shelf physics, chemistry and biology. The ultimate goal of the project is to develop a fine-scale observation
and modeling system of the marine environment of the
Lunenburg Bay coupled within the larger continental shelf
ecosystem.
5.6.3. Bonne Bay Cabled Observatory
[76] Following on from the pioneering work at the LEO15 cabled observatory, a new high-latitude system has been
deployed for the evaluation of physical forcing on the
biological and physical dynamics of a coastal fjord. The
vertical constriction of sills in such fjords constrains water
movement and induces mixing during the periodic tidal
current reversals. The observatory is located on the sill of a
dynamic fjord, which is located in the northern Gulf of
St. Lawrence in Bonne Bay, Newfoundland, and has been
operating for 1 year.
[77] The deployed instrumentation measures water properties and includes innovative video and acoustic technologies that permit studies of organisms previously poorly
observed and scientifically neglected (Figure 11). The in
situ instrument array includes direct water property measuring devices; acoustic sensors for determination of currents, bubble distribution and plankton/fish abundance;
video technologies for determination of plankton and benthos species abundance, dissolved gas; and nutrient and
hyperspectral optical sensors. The system is configured with
two main sensor concentrations, one at the central node and
another at a 5-m tower located 20 m from the central node.
An array of ADCPs spread across the sill is also planned. To
visualize the vertical structure of the water column, a
bottom-mounted underwater winch is used. This allows
continuous profiling of the water column even during the
winter when the observatory is under the ice. The profiler
contains two conductivity-temperature-depth probes, a dissolved oxygen sensor, a CDOM fluorometer, an optical
backscatter sensor, chlorophyll fluorometer, gas tension
device, hyperspectral radiometers, and nitrate sensors.
Power and data are transmitted through an electro-optic
cable to the Bonne Bay Marine Station. The observatory has
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Figure 10. (a) The 5-month spectral time series of surface irradiance and (b) upwelling radiance
collected on a buoy deployed as part of the Marine Environmental Prediction System (MEPS) near the
Canadian town of Lunenberg. (c) Photograph of the MEPS surface buoy, with optical standoff in
foreground and the town of Lunenburg in the background. (Image credit P. Kuhn.)
a modular design so that individual serviceable components
may easily be exchanged or serviced. The shallow location
(approximately 25 m) permits servicing by divers.
6. DEVELOPING AND IMPLEMENTING A GLOBAL
OBSERVING SYSTEM FOR OPTICAL
OCEANOGRAPHY
[78] This section explores some of the major aspects that
must be considered in developing and implementing a
system for global observations of optical variability and
includes a brief discussion of opportunities and challenges.
6.1. System Objectives
[79] A global observing system for optical measurements
will be useful for the investigation and monitoring of a
variety of oceanographic variables and processes such as
primary production, ocean ecology, harmful algal blooms,
biogeochemistry, heating, and water column visibility. In
situ optical measurements that are of highest priority to
these problems include surface and subsurface spectral
irradiance and radiance, spectral absorption, scattering and
attenuation coefficients, volume scattering function, backscattering coefficient, chlorophyll fluorescence, and photosynthetic rates (and related parameters). New optical
systems for the retrieval of biogeochemical properties

(e.g., nitrate) and study of processes (photosynthetic physiology) are of particular interest. Remote sensing of ocean
color provides the best opportunity for inferring many of
these variables regionally and globally by using algorithms
based on in situ data sets, but new remote sensing technologies need to be developed for research and operational use
(i.e., for coastal water monitoring). A major system goal is
to provide four-dimensional data (horizontal, vertical, and
temporal) for the upper ocean with temporal and spatial
resolution capable of describing and quantifying the
primary and secondary processes relevant to the various
problems of interest (Figure 6). For the system to be useful
for ocean forecasts, communication and latency issues must
be addressed to enable assimilation of these data into
models in a near-real-time or real-time mode.
6.2. Assets and Implementation
[80] A multiplatform, nested sensor sampling approach
that fully utilizes a large number of sampling assets is
necessary to fully address questions regarding physical,
biological, optical, chemical, and geological effects on
ocean ecology and other such oceanographic problems
[Dickey, 1991, 2003] (e.g., Figure 5). Presently, costs of
remote and in situ platforms and sensors and their deployments as well as personnel costs for analyses prevent
widespread use of sufficiently dense sampling. However,
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Figure 11. (a) Image of gelatinous zooplankton collected from a real-time video plankton recorder
integrated with the Bonne Bay Cabled Observatory. Underwater photographs of the (b) central
observatory node and (c) profiling winch at the Bonne Bay Cabled Observatory. (Image credit
B. deYoung.)

it is feasible to begin to build a network of optical sensors
and systems that utilizes shared platforms or platforms of
opportunity. The use of shared platforms for optical, physical, and biogeochemical measurements will become much
easier as instrumentation becomes smaller, less demanding
of power, more robust, easier to manufacture, and much
lower in cost [e.g., Dickey et al., 2003]. Breakthroughs in
this direction are being made in the development of micromachines, microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), miniature lasers and optical components, fiber optics, and
nanotechnology [Kaku, 1997; Kurzweil, 1997; Bishop et
al., 2001; Dickey and Bidigare, 2005]. Some of the important applications of MEMS are in the area of optical devices
involving fibers, optical switches, and arrays of tiltable
mirrors. Ideas concerning new MEMS devices for ocean
applications are discussed by Tokar and Dickey [2000].
Development of modular, multidisciplinary sensor, data
acquisition, and data telemetry systems that can be mounted
on a variety of platforms (similar to weather station modules) should be a high priority for future research.
[81] Because of limited observational resources, sampling
needs to be prioritized for some areas. Further, it is

becoming possible to redirect mobile sampling assets to
critical sampling areas based on other remote (e.g., geostationary and other satellites) and in situ data and model
predictions, i.e., adaptive sampling. Adaptive sampling has
been used in a few experiments (e.g., Littoral Ocean
Observing and Prediction System (LOOPS), HyCODE,
and Adaptive Ocean Sampling Network (AOSN) experiments; see Table 2). At present, several groups are developing and using mobile assets including autonomous
underwater vehicles and gliders, and the numbers are
expected to grow as mission length capabilities increase,
costs decline, reliability improves, operation becomes
more routine, and more sensors become available for
various sampling needs [e.g., Rudnick et al., 2004].
Creative uses of the vehicles will involve networking
and informational feedback loops to guide sampling
programs involving predictive models and responses to
extreme natural and anthropogenically driven events [e.g.,
Curtin et al., 1993]. For example, mobile assets could be
programmed to find and track features such as fronts,
eddies, or harmful algal blooms of various scales, to
sample at higher rates when traversing waters with high
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Figure 12. Schematic diagram illustrating the input of multidisciplinary data into a data assimilation
model along with feedbacks for model improvement and adaptive sampling. Bottom portion of diagram
is based on Figure 20.1 of Robinson et al. [1998] and Figure 3 of Dickey [2003].
horizontal and vertical gradients in properties, and to base
future sampling rates upon decorrelation scales computed
from previous data and models in the region of interest.
Similarly, profiling floats and fixed-location platforms
(i.e., moorings with profilers or instruments at fixed
depths) could be programmed to sample faster during
extreme events such as hurricanes, mesoscale eddy
encounters, or transient blooms. The execution of sampling programs can be responsive to information obtained
by all available in situ and remote sensing assets;
specifically, data assimilation numerical models
(Figure 12) can be used for the synthesis of collected
data, for prediction, and for redirection of sampling assets
(e.g., AUVs and gliders as well as ships).
[82] A particular challenge will be the design of data
systems to ingest, process, quality control, and analyze the
vast quantity of data resulting from such observational

networks and to distribute useful information products to
the broader community in a timely fashion. The required
information infrastructure to enable this does not exist at
present but must be factored into the planning for the
observational network at the earliest stages.
[83] Reviews of observational assets and organizational
efforts for developing observational systems for the 21st
century have been written recently [see Robinson et al.,
1998; Koblinsky and Smith, 2001; Dickey, 2001b; Dickey
and Chang, 2001; Dickey, 2003]. Many organizational
activities are important for ocean optics, in particular the
Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS), organized by the
Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission. GOOS is
an intergovernmental effort directed toward establishing a
permanent global system for observations, analysis, and
modeling of ocean variables to support operational ocean
services and research. GOOS is being designed to provide
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Figure 13. Map of existing and planned time series platforms for the Global Ocean Observing System.
Air-sea interaction stations are indicated by circles, observatories are indicated by triangles, and transport
sections are indicated by rectangles (based on report by Send et al. [2001]) Superimposed on the map are
white dots depicting planned global distribution of Argo profiling floats (based on report by Roemmich et
al. [2001]).
information concerning the present state and for predictions of future ocean (coastal and open) conditions including the ocean’s health, living resources, and role in climate
change.
[84] One of the working groups focusing on comprehensive ocean observations is the OceanSITES subcommittee
[Send et al., 2001], whose objectives include time series
measurements of meteorological, physical, optical, and
biogeochemical properties from a variety of measurement
systems in different oceanic regions. A map showing
existing and planned time series observational sites is
shown in Figure 13. One of the programs that is presently
being implemented is the Argo profiling float program
[Roemmich et al., 2001]. The Argo program plans to deploy
3000 profiling floats in the world ocean so that 100,000
profiles of temperature, salinity, and velocity measurements
can be made to 2000 m each year. Profiling cycles are about
every 10 days with profiles being taken at nominal 3
spacing. The use of Argo floats for optical and biogeochemical measurements is underway [Bishop et al., 2002,
2004]. In addition, the Global Drifter Program has operated
a network of mixed layer drifter buoys to provide sea
surface temperature, currents, and surface meteorological
data for several applications including ENSO forecasts and
hurricane predictions. Up to 1000 drifters may be in
operation in the near future. A number of these drifters
are being planned for optical measurements.
[85] Finally, the coordination of international efforts for
ocean color measurements from space is receiving special

attention through the International Ocean-Colour Coordinating Group. The IOCCG provides information about
ongoing and planned ocean color missions; calibration
and validation of remote sensing data; and remote sensor
wavelengths, coverage, and resolution [IOCCG, 1998,
1999, 2000].
6.3. Data Synthesis, Utilization, and Modeling
[86] In situ and remotely sensed data will need to be
systematically integrated with physical and biogeochemical
databases (e.g., NASA Web site http://oceancolor.gsfc.
nasa.gov/ and Worldwide Ocean Optical Data system
[Smart, 2000]) to optimize their collective utility for solving
oceanographic problems such as those described in section
1 and our examples. These databases should be compiled
using comprehensive data from international oceanographic
programs and should have common formats with a consistent set of units. Importantly, data need to be made available
to all interested scientists and the entire oceanographic
community via the World Wide Web in a timely fashion,
preferably in real time or near real time.
[87] The need for near-real-time optical data for data
assimilation modeling is being recognized for many applications such as prediction of harmful algal blooms, eutrophication from runoff, population dynamics, and water
column visibility [e.g., Hofmann and Lascara, 1998;
Robinson et al., 1998, 1999; Spitz et al., 1998; Bissett et
al., 1999; Dickey, 2003, 2004]. Telemetry of optical data
from coastal and open ocean moorings using radio
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frequency, satellite communication, and fiber-optic links is
necessary for real-time data input into these data assimilation and prediction models [Dickey et al., 1993; Glenn et
al., 2000a, 2000b]. It is possible to exploit dedicated and
commercial fiber-optic communications cables in many
coastal areas, and a limited number of open ocean moorings
may also be able to utilize existing underwater communication cables [Glenn and Dickey, 2003] (see Ocean Research Interactive Observatory Networks (ORION) program
Web site at www.orionprogram.org). Unfortunately, open
ocean data telemetry using communication satellites is
currently bandwidth-limited, and new satellite systems with
greatly improved bandwidth (such as Iridium and other
future systems) are needed for all of the in situ platforms
described here. Transmission of aircraft- and satellite-borne
hyperspectral sensor data requires large bandwidth also, and
thus special methodologies and software must be developed
(e.g., data compression [Davis et al., 2002]).
[88] Prediction of optical properties and their distributions requires linkage of data to forecast models (Figure 12).
Predictions of physical fields have been done for several
years using data assimilation models [e.g., Robinson et al.,
1998], but assimilation of optical and chemical data is still
evolving (e.g., reviews by Hofmann and Friedrichs [2001],
Robinson and Lermusiaux [2002], and Dickey [2003]). Data
assimilation has several goals: (1) to control errors and
provide model initialization (predictability and model), (2) to
estimate parameters, (3) to identify and elucidate actual
ocean processes, (4) to design experimental networks (e.g.,
OSSEs), and (5) to monitor and predict specified variables
of interest. Estimation of a particular variable through data
assimilation requires both observational data and dynamical
governing equations (e.g., conservation equations, rate
process equations, etc.) for the physical and optical state
variables that are functions of space and time. The ultimate
goal is to accurately predict the distributions of selected
state variables given their values at some initial time, t0. A
limiting problem concerns the quality (accuracy and resolution) and, perhaps more importantly, the quantity (sparse
in spatial resolution) of the observational data at t = t0. Thus
the available initial data fields and their associated error
fields need to be interpolated and gridded before the
governing equations are solved (integrated).
[89] It is beyond the scope of this review to detail this
methodology. However, some of the principles and key
steps in common for physical and interdisciplinary predictive modeling can be summarized as follows (see Figure 12
[after Robinson et al., 1998; Dickey, 2003]). Briefly, the
observed multidisciplinary state variables are input into the
interdisciplinary model that acts to adjust the data dynamically on the basis of the equations to generate new
unobserved state variables and to improve the quality and
accuracy of the estimates. Dynamics serve to link the
different state variables and thus further extend the influence and value of the measurements. Data are dynamically
interpolated by the model and provide constraints on model
forecasts. Field estimates are then used to improve the
model and for adaptive sampling. Adaptive sampling in
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the form of redirecting sampling assets (e.g., AUVs or
gliders) would be suggested, for example, if interesting
processes were predicted to occur in an area that was
formerly poorly sampled (e.g., a front, eddy, or harmful
algal bloom). Clearly, data assimilation models have remarkable potential but will require high volumes of interdisciplinary data derived from networks of sampling
platforms. Additional discussion of this topic may be found
in recent papers by Hofmann and Friedrichs [2001],
Robinson and Lermusiaux [2002], Besiktepe et al. [2003],
Pinardi et al. [2003], and Dickey [2003]; also see Web sites
listed in Table 2 for LOOPS, HyCODE, Mediterranean
Forecasting System Toward Environmental Predictions
(MFSTEP), and AOSN.
[90] Finally, the utility of optical, as well as other
oceanographic, data and model products will depend on
their presentation to scientists as well as the general public.
Major advances are being made in the visualization of
observational data and model results (e.g., see examples
given by Dickey [2001b]). Meteorologists have led the way
in creating both still and motion picture graphics that enable
scientists and the public to optimally utilize complex information and to better understand weather and atmospheric
dynamics and thermodynamics. Ocean color images from
space are now presented via the World Wide Web, and in the
future, fully four-dimensional motion pictures or loops of
optical properties and related biological fields (chlorophyll
a, red tides, sediment movement, etc.) can be added.
7.

CONCLUSIONS

[91] The last 2 decades have been marked by the emergence of a host of new optical instruments and systems and
observing platforms enabling many scientific advances,
especially in the area of physical-bio-optical-biogeochemical interactions. Looking toward the future, it is anticipated
that in situ optical instrumentation will be (1) more capable
in spectral, spatial, and temporal resolution and numbers of
measured variables, (2) smaller and require less power,
(3) suitable for deployment from a variety of autonomous
platforms, (4) designed for ease in telemetering of data for
real-time data telemetry applications, and (5) less costly as
demand increases. In addition, there are growing numbers
of ocean color sensing satellites and aircraft imagers with
improved capabilities for sampling the optical spectrum
with increased spectral and spatial resolution for regional
and global data collection. In situ observations will continue
to be essential for calibration and validation of remotely
sensed data as well as for algorithm development and for
providing complementary subsurface and high spatial and
temporal resolution data sets.
[92] Important challenges remain to develop a framework
for synthesizing optical data obtained from state-of-the-art
and emerging optical sensors using a variety of oceanographic platforms and models and to develop predictive
modeling capabilities (e.g., via data assimilation models).
These challenges can be met through continued scientific
studies and cooperative international and intergovernmental
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programs, many of which have begun planning for optical
components.
GLOSSARY
Absorption coefficient: Fraction of power (energy per
unit time) of a beam of light that is absorbed per unit length.
It refers to the conversion of light (radiant) energy into other
energy forms such as chemical or thermal energy. It is
defined as the absorption coefficient (units of m1).
ac meters: Instruments used for measuring the absorption and attenuation of light in specific wave bands
(multiwavelength (i.e., ac-9) or hyperspectral (i.e., ac-s)
(see definition below)).
Apparent optical property (AOP): Optical variables
depending on the nature of seawater and its dissolved
material and particulates along with the angular distribution
(geometry) of solar radiation. The diffuse attenuation
coefficient of light is an important AOP.
Argo floats: Profiling floats used by an international
team of oceanographers to sample temperature and salinity
as a function depth over the broad expanses of the world
ocean. In addition, currents can be determined for the time
periods when the Argo floats are ‘‘parked’’ at depth
(typically 2000 m, but some are programmed to profile
shallower or deeper). The intent is to obtain 100,000
profiles per year from 3000 Argo floats. The expected
lifetime of each float is 4 – 5 years. Some Argo floats are
being equipped with optical and chemical sensors as well.
More information is given by Roemmich et al. [2001] and is
available at http://www.argo.ucsd.edu/.
Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs): Robotic
ocean vehicles designed to sample the ocean given
predetermined instructions. Several interdisciplinary variables are being observed with AUVs. Most of the different
versions of AUVs are propelled and collect data spatially
(horizontally and with depth). Gliders are essentially
unpropelled AUVs. Some autonomous vehicles are also
being developed exclusively for surface measurements.
Reviews are given by Griffiths et al. [2001] and Griffiths
[2003].
Average cosine: For downwelling light the ratio of
downwelling irradiance to downward scalar irradiance or
hmdi = Ed/Ed0. Similarly, the average cosine for upwelling
light is given by hmui = Eu/Eu0, and the average cosine for
net downward irradiance is given by (Ed  Eu)/E0.
Backward (and forward) scattering coefficient: Integral of light scattered in the opposite (same) direction of
the incident light (more specifically, over backward
(forward) looking hemisphere), bb (bf). See Boss et al.
[2004a, 2004b].
Band-pass filter: A material, which allows light within
a predetermined wavelength range to pass (be transmitted).
Typically, the filter has a central transmission wavelength that
is desired and light energy falls off on either side of the central
wavelength following a near-Gaussian distribution. Another
important characteristic is the ‘‘stray light’’ or ‘‘out of band’’
performance, the integral transmittance of light outside of the
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relevant bandwidth for a given filter. Specification is then
given for a central wavelength of light passage with a
bandwidth indicating the spread of energy (power) about this
wavelength. For example, a central wavelength might be
490 nm with a bandwidth of 10 nm (meaning full width at half
maximum of power). Specific wavelengths are often chosen
for purposes such as investigating absorption peaks and hinge
points for pigment analyses and remote sensing algorithms.
Band-pass filters are commonly used in satellite and in situ
radiometers (e.g., diffuse attenuation coefficient or K meters)
and other optical instruments (e.g., transmissometers and acmeters) for ocean color measurements. For more information,
please see Hecht [2002].
Beam attenuation coefficient: Fraction of light, c
(also called the attenuation coefficient), removed (power
loss) per unit distance, Dz, traversed through both absorption and scattering of light. The percentage of light energy
of a beam of light that is transmitted per unit distance is
called beam transmission: T = 100 exp (cDz). The beam
attenuation coefficient is thus the sum of the absorption, a,
and scattering coefficient, b, or c = a + b with units of m1
for all.
Bottom boundary layer: Fluid layer influenced by the
presence of the ocean bottom (seafloor). This layer varies in
thickness depending on bottom roughness, topography, and
flow outside the layer and can vary from a few meters to
more than 100 m above the bottom.
Biogeographical provinces: Subdivisions of the world
ocean that have common ecological and biogeochemical
characteristics [see Longhurst, 1998]. Use of biogeochemical or ecological geographic provinces is useful for
estimating variables such as primary production globally.
Bio-optical oceanography: Oceanographic studies
concerning the biological effects on light and light effects
on biological processes.
Bio-optical models: Two types of models as described
by Morel [2001]. The first is used to analyze and then to
predict optical properties of biological matter (i.e., phytoplankton). The second type concerns descriptions and
forecasts of the bio-optical state of the ocean in the form
of its optical properties as affected by biological processes.
Forward and inverse optical models are described in this
glossary as well.
Bottom tripod: A structure designed for deploying
ocean instrumentation for measurements near the ocean
floor and within the bottom boundary layer.
Carbon flux: Vertical flux of carbon in the ocean.
Case 1 and case 2 waters: Essentially two endmember classes of waters defined by Morel and Prieur
[1977]. Case 1 waters were defined as those waters that
have high phytoplankton concentrations compared to other
particles. Case 2 waters were defined as those waters in
which inorganic particles are dominant. As articulated by
Mobley et al. [2004], case 1 waters are then ideally a
pure culture of phytoplankton, while case 2 waters consist
of a suspension of nonliving material with no pigments.
Virtually all oceanic waters are composed of waters lying
between these two extremes as discussed by Morel
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[2001]; however, oceanographers have routinely used the
case 1 and case 2 classifications to indicate essentially
open ocean and coastal waters, respectively. A lively
discussion of optical water classification and a suggestion
of elimination of such classifications are presented by
Mobley et al. [2004].
Detritus: Debris including particles of organic or
inorganic origin (i.e., sediment, fecal material, and plant
and animal fragments). Sometimes the term detritus refers to
specifically organic debris.
Diffuse attenuation coefficient for irradiance: Logarithmic derivative of irradiance (either downward or
upward) with respect to depth.
Diffuse attenuation coefficient for radiance: Logarithmic derivative of radiance (either downward or upward)
with respect to depth.
Downwelling irradiance: Irradiance of a downwelling
stream of photons impinging on a flat plate oriented
perpendicular to the local gravity vector (units of mW m2
nm1 with spectral dependence). Downwelling (downward)
irradiance can be computed by doing a weighted integral
(weighting factor is cosine of the angle of photon’s incident
angle, q) of radiance (units of mW m2 sr1 nm1 with
spectral dependence) in the downward direction. If the
weighting factor (cos q) is not used, then the scalar
downwelling irradiance, Ed0, is computed.
Elastic scattering: Change of directions of photons
without modification of wavelength.
Gelbstoff: Yellow matter or gilvin, composed of humic
or fulvic acids. Plant material in the ocean (and on land) is
decomposed via microbial action in periods of days to
weeks resulting in carbon dioxide and inorganic forms of
nitrogen, sulfur, and phosphorus. During the decomposition
a complex group of compounds called humic substances is
formed. These substances consist of aromatic rings joined
by long-chain alkyl structures forming a flexible network.
Humic substances vary in molecular weight. Water soluble
humic substances absorb light in the blue portion of the
visible spectrum giving rise to the yellow coloration. See
Kirk [1994].
Hyperspectral measurements: Optical measurements
made over the visible spectrum with spectral resolution less
than 10 nm. This implies that simultaneous measurements
are made over dozens to hundreds of contiguous wave
bands [e.g., see Dickey, 2004; Chang et al., 2004; Philpot et
al., 2004].
Inelastic scattering: Processes involving photon emissions that result in shifts to longer wavelengths (e.g., natural
fluorescence of phytoplankton (blue to red) and Raman
scattering by pure water).
Inherent optical property (IOP): Optical properties
dependent upon light’s wavelength and the aquatic medium
but independent of the ambient light field and its angular
distribution. Absorption and scattering coefficients of light
are examples of IOPs.
Irradiance: E, radiant flux per unit surface area (units
of W m2 nm1 or quanta (or photons) m2 s1 nm1). It
can be defined by integrating radiance, L, over selected
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angular ranges. See downwelling, upwelling, and scalar
irradiance definitions.
Irradiance reflectance: R, ratio of upwelling irradiance to downwelling irradiance, Eu/Ed.
Natural solar fluorescence: Solar induced chlorophyll fluorescence produced by phytoplankton. The emission wavelength is centered near 683 nm.
Net downward irradiance: Difference between downwelling and upwelling irradiance.
Normalized water-leaving radiance: LWN, related to
water-leaving radiance and includes factors for solar zenith
angle, qS, and diffuse atmospheric transmittance, tD or
LWN = LW/[tD cos qS] [see Martin, 2004]. LWN is useful for
remote sensing of ocean color from aircraft and satellites as
it removes dependence on qS and tD and allows comparison
of water-leaving radiance measurements made under
varying Sun angles.
Ocean System Simulation Experiment (OSSE): Computer numerical studies that utilize theory and data and their
relationships (data assimilation, see section 6.3) in order to
provide field estimates with specific accuracies for atmospheric and oceanic phenomena. OSSEs are developed to
give ongoing ocean nowcasts and forecasts with error
estimates [e.g., see Robinson and Lermusiaux, 2001;
Dickey, 2003].
Optical water classifications: A variety of empirical
methods for classifying the optical properties of ocean
waters developed in order to broadly characterize optical
characteristics of various ocean regions. Examples include
the case 1 and case 2 classifications described above [e.g.,
see Jerlov, 1976; IOCCG, 2000; Arnone et al., 2004].
Photosynthetically available (or active) radiation
(PAR): Biologically important light received from all
directions in the wavelength range of 400 – 700 nm
(sometimes the range 350– 700 nm is used instead). Light
in this range is used for photosynthesis. PAR, also known as
scalar irradiance, can be computed by integrating spectral
scalar irradiance from 400 to 700 nm.
Radiance: L, radiant light flux at a point in a given
direction per unit solid angle per unit area perpendicular to
the direction of light propagation (units of W (or quanta
s1) m2 sr1 nm1).
Radiance reflectance: Ratio of upwelled radiance to
downwelled irradiance, rrs(l) = Lu(l)/Ed(l) (dimensional,
sr1, generally at nadir [see Morel and Gentili, 1996]).
Radiative transfer theory: For ocean optics the
quantification of light propagation in the ocean. It is
important for facilitating and predicting how light interacts
with seawater and its various constituents and is used for
biological problems such as primary productivity and
physical oceanographic problems involving upper ocean
heating rates [e.g., see Mobley, 1994, 2001; Thomas and
Stamnes, 1999].
Raman scattering: Inelastic scattering phenomenon. It
is the process through which an incident photon excites a
molecule into a higher rotational or vibrational quantum
state. The excited molecule emits a photon characterized by
a longer wavelength and lower energy level than that of the
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incident photon. Raman scattering occurs in water molecules and is important for interpreting optical data in the
ocean [see Mobley, 1994].
Remote sensing reflectance: Rrs, ratio of waterleaving radiance, Lw (defined above), to downwelling
irradiance evaluated just above the sea surface, Ed(0+) or
Rrs = Lw/Ed(0+).
Scalar irradiance: E0, integral of irradiance for light
received from all directions or solid angles (4p sr). Scalar
irradiance is the sum of upwelled and downwelled scalar
irradiances (E0 = E0u + E0d).
Scattering coefficient: b, change in direction of light,
fraction of power lost from a beam of light that is scattered
into new directions per unit distance of travel (units of
m1). Note that the scattering coefficient can be obtained by
taking the difference of the beam attenuation coefficient and
the absorption coefficient (c  a, both a and c measurable
with an ac meter as defined above).
Secchi disk: White disk with diameter of 25 cm. It is
lowered in the water column until it is no longer visible by
an observer at the surface. This depth is called the Secchi
depth, ZSD. This depth can be used to estimate the diffuse
attenuation coefficient of broadband visible light, Kd,
according to Kd = 1/ZSD. The Secchi disk, which was
invented at the request of the commander of the papal navy
by Father Pietro Angelo Secchi around 1865, remains in
general use today [see Arnone et al., 2004]. It is important
to note that the human eye is the ‘‘sensor’’ for a Secchi disk
and that the sensory capacity of each human eye is different,
so a major problem with the Secchi measurement is the lack
of absolute calibration.
Single-scattering albedo: Single scattering coefficient,
w0, the ratio of the scattering coefficient to the beam
attenuation coefficient, w0 = b/c, and a measure of the
probability of photon survivability.
Upwelling irradiance: Irradiance of an upwelling
stream of photons impinging on a flat plate oriented
perpendicular to the local gravity vector (units of mW m2
nm1 with spectral dependence). Upwelling (upward)
irradiance can be computed by doing a weighted integral
(weighting factor is cosine of the angle of photon’s incident
angle, q) of radiance (units of mW m2 sr1 nm1 with
spectral dependence) in the upward direction. If the
weighting factor (cos q) is not used, then the scalar
upwelling irradiance, Eu0, is computed.
Volume scattering function (VSF): b, scatterance of
light energy per unit time (power) per unit distance per unit
solid angle with units of m1 sr1.
Volume scattering phase function: bphase, ratio of the
volume scattering function to the scattering coefficient, b/b
(units of sr1).
Water-leaving radiance: Lw, radiance evaluated just
above the sea surface directed upward from the air-sea
interface, used to compute remote sensing reflectance at the
sea surface, Rrs = Lw/Ed. For discussion of Lw, see Martin
[2004].
Zenith angle: Overhead direction. For example, the
solar zenith angle, qS, refers to the angle measured between
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a line extending from a local point on Earth toward the Sun
and a second line directed vertically upward from the
Earth’s surface (the latter line would be directed from the
Earth’s center to the local point, the direction of a local
gravity vector). The relation between the zenith angle of a
color-imaging satellite and the solar zenith angle is
important for interpreting ocean color data (see definition
of normalized water-leaving radiance).
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